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Yellow Tulips on Park Avenue
©Noel Calingasan
Spring in New York is ushered in by a number of annual markers
but the emergence of tulips along Park Avenue that fills the
iconic thoroughfare with pops of color has become a favorite.
As you head south, passing by the beds of blooms you approach
The Helmsley Building at 230 Park Avenue between 45th and
46th Streets and standing 35-stories-tall since 1929. The BeauxArts style building was designated a city landmark in 1987 and
while it has since been replaced as the tallest building in the
"Terminal City" complex surrounding Grand Central, it remains
a key structure on the city's second most prestigious avenue.
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As we roll into March, our excitement is at a fever pitch knowing
that Spring will be here before the month is over (Spring equinox on
March 20th), the calendar is packed full of incredible things to do and
see in the city, and we have an issue that is highlighting all of it.
This edition may be the best of the year so far, chock full of behind
the scenes interviews, concert and sports calendar highlights, fashions
for women and men for the warmer weather, and of course a full
rundown on the new season about to unfold on Broadway.

For concert lovers, our coverage kicks off on page 24 with an
overview for the month, and is followed up with two exclusive NYCM
interviews....Melissa Etheridge on page 28 and the Florida
Georgia Line on page 32. Both are fantastic Q&A's with these
incredible talents, I'm confident you will enjoy hearing about what
it means to them to play in NYC and how their shows bring a little
something extra when they're here.
Not to be outdone, the Sports calendar has everything from WWE
wrestling at MSG on the 12th, to the Knicks hosting the Golden State
Warriors on the the 5th, to the annual NYPD v. FDNY charity hockey
game at Barclay's on the 18th. Plus two incredible interviews with US
tennis star Jack Sock and US Women's soccer team star Allie Long.
So dig in and enjoy. We've aggregated the best of what's happening
in the Big Apple for March, and as usual, it's an incredible array of
fun and excitement.
Cheers,
Ron
RON SPEARS
PUBLISHER
SPEARS@NYCMONTHLY.COM

Explorer
DOWN LOAD NOW

SAVE TIME.

SKIP THE
TICKET LINE.
Download
Explorer and
buy your
tickets now.
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In Bloom
Every spring, the world’s largest
department store transforms into
a lush greenhouse of blooms and
branches during the Macy’s Flower
Show. This month, the massive first
floor galleries will be decked out with
millions of living plants and flowers, all
blooming in giddy unison to announce
the arrival of spring in New York City.
Browse the standing and hanging
gardens that smell as lovely as they
look, transforming Macy’s into a
blissful bounty of blossoms, then spend
some time wandering the stores’ many
floors (including, yes, a full floor of
shoes). It’s difficult to imagine a more
peaceful, seasonal, beautiful shopping
experience. (151 W. 34th St.)
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With the worthy mission of presenting new art from around the world together under one
roof in New York, the 23rd-annual Armory Show is a massive gathering of significant
modern and contemporary art on the banks of the Hudson River. From 3/2 to 3/5, more than
200 galleries will showcase established leaders and emerging voices in the visual arts, as
exhibitors representing more than 30 countries lend a global perspective to this four-day
art extravaganza. Tickets are available in single-day and run-of-show lengths, as well as
for “happy hour” visits valid Thursday or Friday from 5 p.m. until 8 p.m., perfect for busy
professionals. (Piers 92 & 94, 711 12th Ave. at 55thSt.)

Slainte!

New York’s Irish residents (and those who wish they were!)
have strutted their stuff in honor of the Archdiocese of New
York’s Patron Saint for 255 years. That’s fourteen years before
the Declaration of Independence was signed. On 3/17, the St.
Patrick’s Day Parade will pass St. Patrick’s Cathedral on
Fifth Avenue en route to the Irish Historical Society, with six
hours of music, marchers, and mayhem. A strict rule forbids
floats, so the 150,000+ members of the parade will pass on
foot, directed by 2017 Grand Marshal and Limerick native
Michael J. Dowling of Northwell Health. Line up anywhere
along Fifth Ave. for prime viewing; we’re partial to the edge
of Central Park, above 59th St. all the way to 79th. (Fifth
Ave. from 44th St. to 79th St.)

Nothin’ B

3
Miss M on B’way

2

4

It would be difficult to overstate the excitement
surrounding legend Bette Midler’s upcoming
return to Broadway. In case you hadn’t heard,
The Divine Miss M will star in Hello, Dolly!, with
previews beginning on 3/15. We can’t imagine tickets
will be easy to come by, but it’s well worth the effort
to be a part of this historic moment, sure to be one
of the season’s hottest and most talked-about. The
show set box office records when it was announced,
with first-day receipts of more than $9 million (!!!)
and advance sales estimated at $30 million and
climbing. In other words: if you can, go. (Schubert
Theatre, 225 W. 44th St.)

ut Net

On Friday, 3/24 and Sunday,
3/26, all sports fans’ eyes will
be on Madison Square Garden
as the arena hosts the East
Regional NCAA Division I Men’s
Basketball Championship, a.k.a.
March Madness. Known as one of
the toughest tournaments around,
this single-elimination challenge
pushes top-rated college basketball
programs to the limit and
captivates the country. Whether
you filled out and filed a bracket (or
several!) or have never seen a game
live, the energy is palpable and the
stakes are high. Score a seat and
pick a side, then cheer along as the
nation’s most elite ballers battle to
bring home the championship. (4
Pennsylvania Plaza)
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Seeing Stars
Daytime interviews and late-night shows
have a glossy competitor at the BUILD
Studio NYC (ongoing), a sprawling
downtown space that hosts a who’s
who of thought leaders and influencers
for live, candid chats, interviews, and
performances all of which are streamed
live. Past guests of the BUILD Series have
included everyone from Bizarre Foods’
Andrew Zimmern to singer Nelly Furtado
to actors Milla Jovovich and Ali Larter.
The schedule is constantly updating,
and tickets are free. Sign up for the next
guest that interests you and prepare to
meet your heroes live and in person.
(692 Broadway at E. 4th St.)
#BuildseriesNYC

edicine

The Best M

The Garden of Dreams
Foundation makes wishes
come true for children facing
tough obstacles. The Garden
of Laughs at the Theater
at MSG (3/28) makes wishes
come true for comedy fans
facing the age-old question of
whose one-man show to see.
There’s no need to decide;
with a line-up that includes
Leslie Jones, Sebastian
Maniscalco, Tracy Morgan,
John Oliver, Chris Rock, and
Bob Saget, there’s someone
here for everyone. Tickets
start at just $65, a bargainbasement price for this
dream-come-true line-up of
talent, and are sure to sell
out in advance. After all, it’s
for a good cause.
(4 Pennsylvania Plaza)
12 NYCMONTHLY.COM
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Winter is

Coming

Westeros comes to life at The World’s Most
Famous Arena during the Game of Thrones
Live Concert Experience at MSG (3/7).
This immersive music and visual experience
leads fans of the Emmy Award-winning show
through the Seven Kingdoms, led by composer
Ramin Djawadi and a full orchestra and choir.
Explore King’s Landing, Winterfell, The Wall,
Braavos, Meereen, and beyond during this
extraordinary tour of the landmarks made
famous in HBO’s vibrant television adaptation
of George R. R. Martin’s acclaimed fantasy
novels.
(4 Pennsylvania Plaza)

Down for a Good Time
Food Network fans have no shortage of
places to visit in New York. (For Batali?
Del Posto! For Morimoto? Morimoto!
For Garces? Amada! For Flay? Gato!
For Marc Forgione? American Cut!) But
until now, there has been no place for
Anne Burrell’s diverse fan base to enjoy
a plate of her food. That all changes with
the opening of Phil & Anne’s Good
Time Lounge in Brooklyn, tentatively
set for this month. With a vibe that
the chef-lebrity describes as “funky,
cool, and homey,” expect a menu that’s
share-able and playful, including “light,
medium, and heavy” plates.
(196 Smith St., Brooklyn)

9

Sippin’ it Old School

7

Billed as a trip back to pre-Prohibition
New York City, the fourth-annual
NYC Craft Distillers Festival at
The Bowery Hotel (3/25) will feature
delicious drinks and live music.
Sample offerings from more than 20
craft distillers while a 1920s jazz band
soundtracks the all-day, all-night
speakeasy experience. More than 60
different spirits will be available for
tasting, and VIP admission is also
available, which gets you in an hour
early to meet the distillers face to face.
Food will be available for purchase,
and a complimentary coat check adds
to the gracious feel. Wear your Roarin’
Twenties best. (335 Bowery)

For Events beyond the Top Ten visit nycmonthly.com
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t’s that time of year again to
TA
IL
raise a glass to the patron saint
S
of Ireland…or to just have a good
excuse to enjoy the offerings of a good Irish
pub. From whiskeys and ales to corned beef
and stout stew, here’s a handful of Green
Island–themed spots around town to visit
this March.

DRINK THERE

IT’S IRISH

J

ust off of Times Square, The Long
Room is a welcome refuge from the
neighborhood’s pricey post-theater bars and
kitschy tourist spots. With shelves of antique
books, rounded wood ceilings, and a marble
bar that runs like a track down the length
of the pub (which, hence its name, is some
distance), The Long Room offers an extensive
range of some 40 beers on tap ranging from
local Brooklyn Brewery ales to Irish staples
like Kilkenny, Smithwicks, and, of course,
Guinness.

ST. PATRICK’S DAY SPIRIT IS BREWING AT THESE WATERING HOLES

An impressive collection of Scottish and
Irish whiskies and single malts also pair well
with the no-nonsense gastropub menu, which
includes some intriguing beer-tinged entrées:
ale-battered fish and chips, oatmeal stout
beef stew, and pork chops brined in cider.
Come on Saturdays for live music. (120 West
44th St.)

A

mong New York’s drinking institutions—
the Monkey Bar, the Rainbow Room,
Bemelmans—P.J. Carney’s holds an appeal
uniquely its own. Located directly across
from Carnegie Hall, it’s long been a low-key
watering hole for performers, writers, and
everyday city dwellers alike.

The Long
Room offers
an extensive
range of some
40 beers on tap

14 NYCMONTHLY.COM

The Long Room

Irish posters and New York memorabilia
adorn the walls, while the drink menu is a
comprehensive list of the usual suspects for a
down-at-heel establishment—cosmopolitans
and martinis, Hoegaarden and Samuel
Adams. P.J. Carney’s doesn’t try to be trendy
or hip; it’s the normal neighborhood pub
that all too often gets run out of business in
Manhattan, thanks to the increasing demand
for eclectic cocktails and imported craft
beer. But P.J. Carney’s charm has kept it in
booming business since 1927; call it the luck
of the Irish. (906 Seventh Ave.)

Rock & Reilly’s is understandably in a league of its
own when it comes to Irish bars in Manhattan.

G

iven that it’s an offshoot of a West Hollywood
mainstay, Rock & Reilly’s is understandably
in a league of its own when it comes to Irish bars in
Manhattan. It’s neither a quotidian pub nor an upscale
whiskey joint; rather, it occupies an impressive 10,000
square feet in the Renaissance New York Midtown
Hotel.
It’s fashioned with a mahogany bar, outdoor terrace
with a retractable roof, and selection of fine whiskies
that make their way into cocktails of equal caliber,
such as Rock and Veev that mixes Reilly’s Mother’s
Milk whiskey with acai liqueur, grenadine, and
lemonade. Beer flights take samplings to a new level,
mixing ales and other alcohols into mouthwatering
concoctions—think Guinness-topped champagne and
pale ale mixed with ginger beer. (218 West 35th St.)

W

hat could be more Irish than an anniversary
that falls on St. Patrick’s Day? One of New
York City’s finest Irish restaurants, Neary’s, has
been loved for its Irish clubhouse atmosphere since
it opened March 17, 1967.

Inn is now outfitted with black leather banquettes,
brick walls, a copper-trimmed bar, and light fixtures
culled from old ships. Beers and four local wines are
on tap, along with 40 types of bourbon and bites such
as crostini and cheese and charcuterie boards. (724
Franklin Ave., Brooklyn)

It boasts paisley wallpaper that matches red
leather banquettes; warm, attentive hospitality of
or whiskey enthusiasts, The Copper Still
is the place to go. It hasn’t ceased expanding
founder Jimmy Neary, his family members, and a
staff who have worked here for decades; and a rich its collection of the golden fluid since it opened in
2014 and now boasts one of the most
menu of seafood platters, ham steak
with pineapple, liver with bacon, and
The Crown Inn impressive whiskey libraries in the
corned beef with cabbage. But dinner
is a reason, alone, city. On offer are innumerable types of
is not required to enjoy a fine Irish
to visit Brooklyn’s Scotch, blends, and whiskies sourced
from all over the world ranging from
evening here. The full bar attracts a
up-and-coming
classics—Oban and Glenmorangie
tony clientele that comes to sip on a
neighborhood
and Tullamore D.E.W.—to rare
Harp’s or a single malt and dwell in
Crown Heights.
the stately atmosphere that has been
Japanese bottles and difficult-to-find
graced by the likes of the Clintons,
ryes and bourbons.
Michael Bloomberg, and Ted Kennedy, just to name
Brief tasting notes are listed on the menu, though
a few of the famous politicians whose patronage is
the expert staff is also on hand to make the selection
documented in photos framed on the walls. (358
less overwhelming. For casual drinkers, there’s also
East 57th St.)
a great weekday happy hour that includes cocktails,
he Crown Inn is a reason, alone, to visit beers, and wine too. For the more rigorous whiskey
Brooklyn’s up-and-coming neighborhood Crown students, a membership to the bar’s “Whiskey
Heights. A simple and well-conceived neighborhood Club” affords a personalized tasting booklet that
bar, the Inn recalls the look of just the type of place the bartenders keep on file documenting your
one would love to stumble into to warm up on a impressions and preferences for every drink you
blustery night. A repurposed bodega, the Crown try. (151 2nd Ave.)
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For whiskey
enthusiasts,
The Copper Still
is the place to go
The Copper Still

NYC DINING SPOTLIGHT

T

Alex
Guarnaschelli
Buttering Up the Executive Chef

he daughter of esteemed cookbook
editor Maria Guarnaschelli, chef
Alex Guarnaschelli spent her childhood
around food, expanding her palate by
dining in accordance to whatever book
her mother was working on at the time.
Be it classic Indian or more kid-friendly
Italian, she was being shaped by food and
decided it was something she too wanted
to explore professionally.
After years spent in the top restaurants
in France, Guarnaschelli returned to the
States with her connection to the cuisine
intact and joined the renowned Daniel
Boulud at Daniel working her way up to
sous chef. Then after two years spent in
Los Angeles she made her return to New
York, and in 2003 became the executive
chef at Butter Restaurant. Here she has
created her own eclectic menu of greenmarket-inspired American dishes.
The chef and TV personality known for
Chopped, Iron Chef America, and AllStar Academy chatted with NYC Monthly
about comedy in the kitchen, discussed
the first recipe she made in a professional
kitchen, and offered advice for at-home
cooks.
Growing up, was there a food you despised
eating but now you love?
Anchovies and capers. Couldn't stand the sight
of the jars on the counter. My mom would
make Caesar dressing and I would run for
the hills. Now, I find that using them both as
sources of salt and a wonderful hint of seafood
enhances so many of my dishes.

18 NYCMONTHLY.COM

Butter Restaurant

What three adjectives do you hope your
guests use to describe the food at Butter?
Memorable, delicious, seasonal.
Pulling from seasonal inspiration, what
would be something on the menu in March
as you’re trying to transition from winter
to spring?
Fresh Celery Root and Cara Cara Orange
Salad, Parsnip Soup, Country Terrine with
Roasted Forelle Pears.
What advice would you give to home
chefs looking to do the same in their own
kitchens?
Hit up your local free market and buy what's
being grown and picked. Download a chart of
seasonal fruits and vegetables and follow it
with your local supermarket.
In addition to your work in the kitchen,
you also have gotten into comedy. What’s
the funniest thing that’s happened to you
professionally that you’ve used for fodder
in your act?

When you were first starting out, what
dish did you commit to perfecting that’s
still on your menu in some capacity?

Dating. The life of a chef leaves little free time.
The worst idea of all is to date a chef…the
anti-sales pitch makes for great comedy.

Parker House rolls. They were the first recipe I
made in a professional kitchen. I serve them at
Butter to this day.
What three adjectives would you use to
describe the food at Butter?

Executive chef, restauranteur, TV
personality, cookbook author, and
comedian are all titles you hold. What’s
next or how do you hope to wear the many
hats in the future?

American, tasty, comforting.

Therapist is all that remains on my to-do list.
70 W. 45th St., 212.253.2828
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DESSERT
for breakfast
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Start your day on a sweet note
with these morning meals

W

ho said New York’s splashiest meals are
reserved for after dark? These breakfast and
brunch dishes are decadent ways to get up on the
sugar-high side of bed, giving lox-and-a-bagel a run
for its money as the best way to start a day in the city.
On a sunny weekend morning, the quiet, leafy streets
of the West Village are about as relaxing a place to
start a day as one is wont to find in the city. There
are coffee shops and Parisian-style cafés galore, but
one of the neighborhood’s mainstays is not to be
overlooked despite its reputation for being more of
an after-dark spot. This is Empellón Taqueria, a
polished gem of a Mexican restaurant founded by
former wd~50 chef Alex Stupak.
Here, Stupak applies his culinary expertise not only
to perfectly executed ceviches and gourmet tacos,
but also to a well-curated brunch menu that boasts
egg-driven versions of classic south-of-the-border
dishes (think scrambled egg fundido, steak and eggs
with mole). Among the selections is a single sweet
option that arguably outshines the rest: churro
French toast. A generous portion of the beloved fried
dough confection is served dusted with powdered
sugar and smoked maple syrup, giving challah
some competition. Try it paired with the Breakfast
Michelada that adds orange and soy to the usual mix
of lager and spice. (230 W. 4th St.)

20 NYCMONTHLY.COM

a single sweet
option that arguably
outshines the rest:
churro French toast
Empellon Taqueria's
churro French toast
Photo by Evan Sung
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a giant pancake
filled with apples
and topped with
sour cream and
cinnamon sugar

the northern end of the East Village as well as
in Chelsea, Petite Abeille has stood the test of
time thanks to its no-frills, well-executed menu
of Belgian fare. This, of course, includes musthaves like moules marinière, steak frites, and
an extensive menu of Belgian beers. But the
restaurant buzzes most around brunch time on
weekends when sugar-cravers flock in for the
unbeatable Belgian waffles.

Petite Abeille has stood the
test of time thanks to its nofrills, well-executed menu of
Belgian fare.

Good Enough to Eat's
giant pancake

Some 80 streets north of the West Village on of biscuits and gravy topped with three scrambled
the Upper West Side, the down-home dining room eggs—but none can deny that it’s all quite good for
of Good Enough to Eat boasts one of the most the soul. (520 Columbus Ave.)
mouthwatering breakfast and brunch menus in the
Since opening in 2015, By Chloe has given vegan
borough, served seven days a week. Priding itself on
cuisine an entirely new image, beloved by the strictest
its all-American comfort fare, Good
vegans and the voracious carnivores
Enough to Eat is a place to come for a
Good Enough
alike. This is because, unlike most
most indulgent start to a day. This is
to Eat boasts
plant-based restaurants in the city,
arguably best achieved with the Peter
one of the most
By Chloe doesn’t throw its philosophy
Paul Pancakes: three hearty oatmeal
in the face of its diners. There are no
mouthwatering
pancakes doused in Belgian chocolate
nutrition facts, no farm names (though
breakfast and
and coconut, making for a plate of
brunch menus in many ingredients are locally sourced)—
pure decadence. (This restaurant is
just imaginative fare that sounds so
not the place to visit if you’re on a
the borough
delicious that one won’t even notice the
diet.)
lack of animal products on the menus.
Other sweet options include pumpkin-bread French
Portobello meatballs topped with pesto and almond
toast with cranberry sauce and a giant pancake
parmesan, anyone? Or kale and artichoke dip? The
filled with apples and topped with sour cream and
concept has been so successful that By Chloe has
cinnamon sugar. Savory options are no better for the
not only expanded into locations in Soho, Flatiron,
arteries—take, for instance, the Deep South, a dish
22 NYCMONTHLY.COM

and L.A., but it’s also added an expansion to
its original flagship on Bleeker Street: Sweets
by Chloe, which bakes vegan confections like
maple-“bacon” cupcakes and matcha chocolate
babka daily.

Light and fluffy, the doughy treats come in
seven iterations ranging from simple toppings of
sugar and strawberries to saccharine mountains
of Oreos; dulce de leche and bananas; or, in the
case of the Brazilian, coffee ice cream, caramel,
caramelized nuts, and whipped cream. Matched
with a mimosa—or a lambic, for the ambitious—
this sugar rush is sure to start a day on a high
note. (401 East 20th St.; 44 West 17th St.)
Written by Gabrielle Lipton
Sweets by Chloe's
matcha chocolate babka

In fact, chef Chloe Coscarelli got her big break
on Food Network’s Cupcake Wars as the first-ever
vegan chef to take the prize. Suffice to say, Sweets
by Chloe is a favorite neighborhood grab-andgo spot during the early hours for its breakfast
pastries—the cinnamon rolls in particular. Made
with almond milk and vegan butter, the rolls are
gooey, chewy, smothered in frosting, and bound
to change conceptions of what vegan baking can
achieve. (185 Bleeker St.)
Living up to its name, “little bee,” Petite
Abeille is nothing if not a darling spot for the
whole family. It’s one of those rare New York City
eateries that is spacious, affordable, and lacking
even an ounce of pretense. With locations in
For more news in dining this month visit nycmonthly.com
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BRIGHT LIGHTS

BIG CITY

Martina McBride
Photo by Joseph Llanes
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Put A Spring in
Your Step With Live
Music All Month
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ith spring break inching its way closer,
the live music calendar is building
into an exciting season of legends as well as
bright newcomers. Melissa Etheridge plays
among a world-class group of musicians
at "The Music of Aretha Franklin" tribute
show March 6 at Carnegie Hall. Our
complete interview with Etheridge follows
on the coming pages, as well as with country
superstar duo Florida Georgia Line, who
are joined by newcomer Seth Ennis March 18
at the Prudential Center.
Art Garfunkel inspires March 14 and
15 at City Winery, electronic mastermind
deadmau5 lands at Hammerstein
Ballroom March 29 - April 1, piano
earthling Vanessa Carlton delights
at City Winery March 10, operatic
trio Il Volo brings down the house
March 4 at Radio City Music
Hall, and on March 7 Game of
Thrones Live Concert Experience
mesmerizes with a full orchestra
and chorus, conducted by composer
Ramin Djawadi. Indie rock band
Colony House rock Bowery
Ballroom March 2, electro-pop act
Electric Guest shine March 5 at
Bowery Ballroom and March 6
at Music Hall of Williamsburg,
Luke Bryan is joined by Brett
Eldredge and Brett Young
March 1 at Madison Square
Garden, Axwell ^ Ingrosso
plays Depot 52 warehouse
March 18, and UK singer
The Japanese House
hypnotizes fans March 28
at Bowery Ballroom.
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voice. Classically trained at the age
of six on the piano, Spektor returns
to Radio City Music Hall March
11, a venue she first played at in
2005 opening for UK band Keane.
Breaking out to the masses with
the staccato-pulsing "Fidelity" in
2006, her artistry was clear from
the beginning.
Spektor also made an impact
with her rapid piano tune "Us," as
well as the love song "Samson." In
addition to her classical roots, hiphop, rock, and punk elements have
crept into Spektor's music over the
years. Spektor was the composer
of Showtime series Weeds'
Regina Spektor has theme song "Little Boxes,"
and later Netf lix series
been delighting
creator Jenji Kohan for
fans for over 15
Orange Is The New Black
years with her
approached Regina to write
the theme "You've Got Time"
clever music and
about a New York women's
enchanting voice.
prison, which went on to earn
Spektor her first Grammy
nomination for Best Song Written
Regina Spektor
for Visual Media. Other songs
Regina Spektor has been known
to perform are beautiful covers
artina McBride is one of the top vocalists of her generation,
of Radiohead's "No Surprises,"
having won the CMA Female Vocalist of the Year award four
Leonard Cohen's "Hallelujah," and
times, tied with Reba McEntire and Carrie Underwood and trailing
newer material "Bleeding Heart"
only Miranda Lambert. McBride opens her heart on the "Love
and "Black And White" really hold
Unleashed Tour," stopping at Playstation Theater March 9 with
up to the previous hits.
special guest Lauren Alaina, Maggie Rose and Post Monroe.

M

McBride is known for some of the most inspiring country songs over
the years. Be prepared for Martina to belt out her best on signature
ballad "Independence Day," confident ballad "Anyway," grateful
"Blessed," heartbreaking "Concrete Angel," hopeful "God's Will," as
well as her song about resilience, "A Broken Wing." Martina's warm
soprano voice brightens up any room she performs in, and even her
saddest songs uplift and comfort the soul. A longtime philanthropist
and supporter of women's and health charities, McBride has offered
fans memorable tunes like the anthemic "This One's for the Girls,"
as well as "I'm Gonna Love You Through It" about battling cancer.
Visit nycmonthly.com for our interview with McBride.

N

ew York indie-pop artist Regina Spektor has been delighting
fans for over 15 years with her clever music and enchanting
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reen Day has been rocking
the airwaves and headlines
since 1986, and they take their
"Revolution Radio Tour" to
Barclays Center on March 15. The
California band has been on the fast
track ever since their major label
debut Dookie racked up 10 million
copies of sales with a handful of
hits like "Longview," "Welcome to
Paradise," "Basket Case," "When
I Come Around," and "She." The
punk-rock trio consisting of lead
singer Billie Joe Armstrong, bassist

they will always
be angsty kids
at heart with
something to say
about the world

Green Day
Photo by Frank Maddocks

Mike Dirnt, and drummer Tre Cool
never looked back from that moment,
selling 85 million albums worldwide
and collecting five Grammys over the
years as well as a Rock & Roll Hall
of Fame induction in 2015, their first
eligible year.

Eric Clapton
commands the
stage at Madison
Square Garden
for his 50th
anniversary shows

Their catalog includes massive
anthems both up-tempo and ballads
like "Good Riddance (Time of Your Life)," "Holiday,"
"Minority”, “Boulevard of Broken Dreams," "Wake
Me Up When September Ends," "American Idiot"
(which was spun into a Broadway musical), and new
tune "Bang Bang." With explosive stage charisma,
pyro and arena-ready hit songs, Billie Joe and Green
Day are full-grown adults, but they will always be
angsty kids at heart with something to say about
the world. Florida punk-rock band Against Me! joins
as special guest.

B

lues-rock guitarist and British music legend Eric
Clapton commands the stage at Madison Square

Garden for his 50th anniversary shows
March 19 and 20 (with two more
added for September 7 and 8.) The
only three-time Rock & Roll Hall of
Fame inductee (with The Yardbirds,
with Cream, and as a solo artist) and
18-time Grammy Award winner is sure
to show off his career-making guitar
skills with some special arrangements.

Also expected are extended versions of tunes with
a songbook that includes favorites like "Layla" and
"Cocaine," a Bob Marley cover of "I Shot The Sheriff,"
and timeless ballads "Tears In Heaven," "Wonderful
Tonight," "Change The World," and "My Father's
Eyes." Super fans may also get a taste of Clapton's
earlier bands such as The Yardbirds' ("For Your Love"),
Cream ("I Feel Free," "White Room," and "Sunshine
Of Your Love") and Blind Faith ("Can't Find My Way
Home"). Fellow guitar masters Gary Clark Jr. and
Jimmie Vaughan will open the shows.
Written by Michael Menachem

NYC CONCERT SPOTLIGHT

ROCK
SUPERSTAR'S
FIRST-EVER
CARNEGIE HALL
PERFORMANCE
CELEBRATING
MUSIC OF ARETHA
FRANKLIN

MELISSA

Joining a range of noteworthy musicians
such as Kenny Loggins, Taj Mahal, Todd
Rundgren, Glen Hansard, Allen Stone,
G.Love, CeeLo Green, Ledisi, Sam Moore
and more, the evening will consist of soul
singer Aretha Franklin's greatest hits, with
many surprises, collaborations, and possibly
Aretha herself hitting the stage. Longtime
Franklin fan Melissa Etheridge spoke with
NYC Monthly about her love for the vocal
icon, how her 2005 Grammys performance
is still talked about on a regular basis, and
some of her best memories of visiting and
living in New York past and present.

How did you come to be involved in The
Music of Aretha Franklin celebration at
Carnegie Hall?

ETHERIDGE
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G

rammy- and Academy Award-winning
Kansas native Melissa Etheridge has
been recording music for nearly 30 years. The
blues rock guitarist and singer-songwriter
brings her grit and vocal power to Carnegie
Hall for the first time March 6 for a onenight-only celebration called The Music of
Aretha Franklin.

Any opportunity to sing an Aretha Franklin song
is a dream come true. I've never performed inside
Carnegie Hall, and I've never walked in the doors.
When you grow up, as a child Carnegie Hall is an
example of greatness. Growing up in Kansas it
was the ultimate of music; it's always been in my
mind.
In 2005, you did a duet with Joss Stone for
a tribute to Janis Joplin with both "Cry
Baby" and "Piece of My Heart." You were
on your way to beating cancer and fighting
on that stage in a way I think Janis would
have loved. It was one of the most powerful
Grammys performances I've ever seen.

Melissa Etheridge
Photo by Debi Del Grande

I swear a week doesn't go by that someone doesn't
mention that performance, and it's been 12 years.
It definitely was a huge point in my life. I had gone
through cancer, I had gone through the treatments,

I had radiation treatment that morning before the
Grammys performance, I had just finished my last
radiation and chemo.
I had not been out in public for months, and to go
to the Staples Center and this worldwide stage was
kind of crazy yet it was so important for me, and I
said dammit, I'm going to do the best I can. I'm just
grateful for that opportunity, personally for myself
and also something that can affect so many people.
This is M.E. was your 13th album, you had a
live compilation A Little Bit of Me: Live in L.A.
and most recently your 2016 record MEmphis
Rock and Soul. You have appeared on The
View, Good Morning America, and Live with
Kelly and Michael to promote your records,
among other shows. What's it like writing and
recording songs now that you are no longer just
a musician, but also a family person, a mom,
someone with some life experience?

of Music. So in 1979 I went through West Point
to visit some friends and the train went through
NYC, and it was the first time I'd seen it. Driving
through the train in Harlem, my first impression
was: this is frightening. And I got signed to Island
Records, which was New York-based. To me it was
just overwhelming. “If you can make it there, you can
make it anywhere” just rang true to me. I remember
playing The Bottom Line and that was huge to
me, and by the time Yes I Am came out and I got
to play Madison Square Garden, that was huge to
me, another big dream.
So later, when I got together with my wife (Linda
Wallem), she was the creator of Nurse Jackie and
she had an apartment in New York City, and so
once I started living there even though I'm based
in Los Angeles, I'd go to the apartment. That is a
completely different way of being in New York City.

I was walking down 14th Street with my wife and
this woman, she was a Latina woman, goes "hey,"
Well sure, it's very different in that I'm not the 20s/
and she goes "I see you mama,"
early 30s young woman running
and it was such a sweet New
around finding myself being
"You become a
York fist bump moment, like she
in rock & roll, falling in love,
mother,
you
get
older,
was a big fan. And that's how
getting my heart broke; those
you see life through a New Yorkers treat each other, I
are the things I was writing
different perspective, don't need your autograph but
about. You become a mother, you
hey, I see you. The way New York
get older, you see life through
and then going
City holds itself, it's a really
a different perspective, and
through cancer that special city. And my daughter
then going through cancer that
flipped everything on goes to Columbia University;
flipped everything on its head.
its head."
she's a sophomore and loves it.
And yes, that does change the
MELISSA ETHERIDGE
music.
You are sharing the stage
for the Aretha celebration
I will write from memory, I
with so many other greats:
will write from this or that, but most of my music
Kenny Loggins, Taj Mahal, Todd Rundgren
is geared toward a healing aspect of music and
and more...and maybe Aretha, herself, will
experience. In October, I put out an album MEmphis
even join you on the stage. What is it about this
Rock & Soul. That was an opportunity to go back
one-time special event that will be particularly
with my voice and sing some good old broken songs.
noteworthy for you, and why do you think fans
The time I spend on the road and the work I'm
should not miss out?
doing is different, but it's exactly what I want to
Oh you're not ever going to get an opportunity to see
be doing right now.
me sing the song I sing. It's just such a celebration.
Do you have any particularly special stories
My fans know that when I do something I do it 150%.
about your times visiting or touring New York
I just love Aretha Franklin and soul music, and it's
City?
a great cause. And it's my first time at Carnegie
Well, I have had such a relationship with New Hall. Oh yes, my parents were big fans. She's just
York City in that I went to Boston, Berklee College a goddess and a queen.
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Written by Michael Menachem

"When you grow
up, as a child
Carnegie Hall
is an example of
greatness."
Melissa Etheridge
Photo by Myriam Santos

MELISSA ETHERIDGE

NYC CONCERT SPOTLIGHT

FLORIDA
GEORGIA
LINE
Superstar
Duo Light Up
Prudential Center

J

ust three albums deep into their career, Brian Kelley and Tyler Hubbard of Florida Georgia
Line have been on a hot streak ever since their 2012 debut single "Cruise," which is certified
Diamond and is the best-selling country digital song of all time, and even featured a Nelly
remix. The Florida and Georgia natives, respectively, have hit #1 on 12 of their 13 singles, and
most recent record Dig Your Roots has spawned popular new tunes such as "H.O.L.Y.," "May
We All" featuring Tim McGraw, and "God, Your Mama, and Me" featuring Backstreet Boys.
The "Dig Your Roots Tour" continues in 2017 at Newark's Prudential Center March 18,
following numerous dates in 2016 that brought the country duo to Jones Beach last July and
the Theater at Madison Square Garden in August. Despite the fast-track lifestyle, Brian and
Tyler took some time with New York City Monthly to share their love for NYC fans, the #1
single they are most proud of, and why they have collaborated with so many other acts.
Florida Georgia Line
Photo by Justin Mrusek
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When Florida Georgia Line formed
as a duo several years back, did you
mostly plan on performing country
music, or did you ever imagine that
you would collaborate with a range
of performers like Nelly, Backstreet
Boys, and Ziggy Marley?

"we are constantly
creating, evolving, and
we are just scratching the
surface of showing fans
who we are."
BRIAN KELLEY
Florida Georgia Line
Photo by Justin Mrusek
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TH: I think for both of us "Cruise" will
always be that special one – it was our first
#1 as well as one that we wrote. When we
first recorded it in the studio, Brian joked
that he thought we would sell a million
copies. Fast forward to now and we could
have never imagined what an impact this
song would make on the genre.

Brian Kelley: We are fans of all kinds of
music, and our musical influences were "Cruise," "Sippin' On Fire," "This
all over the map growing up, so for us we Is How We Roll," and other upbeat
always knew that we would collaborate songs are really crowd-pleasers
in some way. Tyler and I have been lucky at your shows, but you have also
enough to work with some of the artists perfected the art of the ballad in a
that have inspired us the most over the way that’s authentic and powerful,
years. And the fact that these all came from "Dirt" to latest single "God, Your
about in a completely
Mama, and Me” with
organic way made it even
"the NYC crowd Backstreet Boys to the
more amazing.
beautiful "H.O.L.Y."
always delivers; How important is it to
You have toured with
you guys to show all
they show up,
Taylor Swift and Jason
different sides of you
Alden to name a couple,
sing with us,
as musicians and as
but you have also
people?
and dance on
enjoyed the success of
three headlining tours
BK: It is super important.
their feet the
including the current
As writers and artists we
whole night."
"Dig Your Roots Tour."
are constantly creating,
evolving, and we are just
You have played Jones
TYLER HUBBARD
Beach, the Theater and
scratching the surface of
the main stage at Madison Square showing fans who we are. We have been
Garden, and Best Buy Theater (now able to show a part of us on the first three
Playstation Theater). What is it about albums, but there are so many sides to
your fans in the New York City region Tyler and I. With these songs we have
that make it particularly fun for you? been able to peel back another layer and
let everyone see more of who we are.
Tyler Hubbard: We truly have the best
fans. And the NYC crowd always delivers; It's always a party with Florida
they show up, sing with us, and dance on Georgia Line. What about New York
their feet the whole night. It is a rush for City gets you pumped up and inspired
to play when you're in town, and why
us every time.
should music lovers not miss this
12 of your 13 singles have reached
particular tour?
#1 on one chart or another, which is
unprecedented in country music for TH: The magnetic energy of NYC always
the most part, or across any genre of get us pumped up for a show for the Dig
music for that matter. Do each of you Your Roots Tour. We have amped up
have a #1 that you have a personal the production, and it is definitely an
story with or a personal reason as to experience. We’ll be bringing the good
why you are proud of the achievement? vibes and guarantee that good times will
be had.

MARCH LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
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March 2017

6

7

8

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

TUESDAY

7:00pm
Luke Bryan
Madison Square
Garden

7:00pm
Panic! At
The Disco
Madison Square
Garden

8:00pm
Billy Joel
Madison Square
Garden

8:00pm
Il Volo: Notte
Magica – A
Tribute to the
Three Tenors
Radio City Music
Hall

9:00pm
Electric Guest
Bowery Ballroom

8:00pm
Game of Thrones:
Live Concert
Experience
Madison Square
Garden

7:00pm
Juicy J
Irving Plaza

8:00pm
Okean Elzy
The Theater at
MSG

MONDAY
8:00pm
The Music of
Aretha Franklin
Carnegie Hall

WEDNESDAY

10

11

12

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

8:00pm
Martina McBride
PlayStation
Theater

8:00pm
The New York
Pops
Carnegie Hall

8:00pm
Regina Spektor
Radio City Music
Hall

7:00pm
Jeezy, Lil Durk
&YFN Lucci
Irving Plaza

8:00pm
Passenger
Beacon Theatre

MONDAY

9
8:00pm
The Flaming Lips
Terminal 5

9:00pm
Joe Russo’s
Almost Dead
Brooklyn Bowl

9:00pm
The Radio Dept.
Bowery Ballroom

13

8:00pm
Jon Paris
B.B. King Blues
Club

Billy Joel
Aretha Franklin
Game of Thrones:
Live Concert
Experience

Luke Bryan

14
TUESDAY
8:00pm
STING
Hammerstein
Ballroom
8:00pm
Art Garfunkel
New York City
Winery

15

16

WEDNESDAY
8:00pm
Green Day
Barclays Center

THURSDAY
8:00pm
Joe Russo’s
Almost Dead
Brooklyn Bowl

18
17
FRIDAY
7:00pm
Lionel Richie
with Mariah
Carey
Prudential Center

SATURDAY

19

20

SUNDAY

21
22 23
TUESDAY

7:00pm
Florida Georgia
Line
Prudential Center

7:30pm
Eric Clapton
Madison Square
Garden

7:00pm
Bring Me The
Horizon
Terminal 5

7:00pm
TobyMac
The Theater at
MSG

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

7:30pm
Wilco
Beacon Theatre

7:30pm
Eric Clapton
Madison Square
Garden

7:30pm
Wilco
Beacon Theatre

THURSDAY
9:00pm
Mandolin Orange
Music Hall of
Williamsburg

24

25

FRIDAY
11:00pm
Saved By The 90s
Webster Hall

SATURDAY
7:00pm
Simple Plan
PlayStation
Theater
8:00pm
Franco De Vita
Radio City Music
Hall
8:00pm
The Knocks
Terminal 5

Lionel Richie
with Mariah Carey

Jon Paris

Passenger

26
27 28

Flaming Lips

SUNDAY
7:30pm
A Decade of Soul:
Classic Soul &
Motown Revue
B.B. King Blues
Club

MONDAY
8:00pm
Richard Ashcroft
Terminal 5

TUESDAY
9:00pm
The Japanese
House
Bowery Ballroom

29

31
30

WEDNESDAY
8:00pm
deadmau5
Hammerstein
Ballroom

THURSDAY
8:00pm
Bastille
Barclays Center
8:00pm
Live and Let
Die – Paul
McCartney
Tribute
Highline Ballroom

FRIDAY
8:00pm
Harry Potter and
the Sorcerer’s
Stone in Concert
Radio City Music
Hall
8:00pm
Zucchero
Beacon Theatre
8:00pm
Los Fabulosos
Cadillacs
The Theater at
MSG

Florida Georgia Line
STING
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Zucchero

Mandolin Orange

*not all events included*

S

You can always
slip into the bold

SPR
showers
ING

Night Navy Lina
Trench to stave

off the elements

The Hunt for a Perfect Raincoat in NYC

T

here’s something particularly challenging about
trudging through New York on rainy days. A
heavy haze can hang over the city, and whatever
fabulous ensemble you might have carefully planned
for the day ends up soaked, wrinkled, and worn
through. It’s more than just a pain, it can knock
you for six and crush your mood.

Style-friendly outerwear is always hard to find. We
don’t want anything too bulky, but we also don’t
want to freeze either. When it rains in New York, it
pours, right? And let’s face it, umbrellas on their
own sometimes don’t cut it. We all need a sturdy
raincoat to protect us against the sky opening up.
You don’t have to surrender to a plastic poncho; you
don’t have to get soaked either. Of course, the tired
image of raincoats made of stiff and unflattering
fabrics has led many people to whip out a brolly
and hope for the best, but there’s no reason why
they can’t all be on-trend in a great raincoat.
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Reiss's Night Navy Lina Trench
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shoulder epaulettes, and adorable oversized
buttons will have you cheekily dancing your
way through the rain.

The vibrant

Showerproof
Parka is an

B

ritish luxury fashion house, Burberry,
is a kingdom that stretches beyond
ready-to-wear, with reach in the realms of
accessories, sunglasses, and fragrances.
However, it is their penchant for producing
both classic and cutting-edge trench coats
that has us hungry to shop.

eye-catching
jacket with
a fun packaway hood
and adjustable
sleeves

The vibrant Showerproof Parka is an
eye-catching jacket with a fun pack-away
hood and adjustable sleeves (depending
on how bad it is outside!), all made from
shimmering, durable, water-resistant fabric.
Offered in black and bright fuchsia, there’s
a handy drawstring where you can easily
cinch it at the waist. The Chelsea Trench
is perhaps the centerpiece of Burberry’s
line. A weatherproof cotton gabardine which
comes in four stylish colors, this items offers
four different lengths to choose from. With
its design stemming from The Burberry
Heritage Archive, the coat features the
brand’s iconic check under-collar.

Burberry's
Showerproof Parka
in Black

D

avid Reiss’s UK-based fashion chain, Reiss,
boasts 160 locations in 15 countries. Their
dedication to excellence has kept the company riding
high since the 1970’s, and they show no sign of
stopping anytime soon.

L

E

stablished in 1923, London Fog's cosmopolitan
image has set them as a go-to for trenches and
raincoats. Always sleek and sophisticated, their 2017
pieces offer a bit of range for those looking to depart
from the classic, long cut of a traditional raincoat.

The elegant Somerset trench coat is
The Skylar coat, for example, is a
an homage to old-fashioned Hollywood
highly functional, water-resistant zipcosmopolitan
glamour in a feminine neutral light
up in charcoal grey with a standing
pink. Ideal for any season, it pairs
collar surrounded by a hood. The fleece
image has set
well with everything and is usable
them as a go-to lining will keep you cozy as your run
for a formal business affair or even a
for trenches and errands around town. If your taste is for
more of a quintessential silhouette, the
casual, jeans-laden brunch. A willowy
raincoats.
softness permeates the entire piece,
Kayley trench is an elegant way to keep
but not without making an incredibly
yourself dry. Available in two colors, a
distinct statement. Alternatively, you can always tawny brown and jet black, it features a detachable
slip into the bold Night Navy Lina Trench to stave hood and an interior bib, which provides additional
off the elements. Long-reaching sleeves, as well as protection on those soggy city days. For those seeking
a lengthy, self-tie belt offer slimming vertical lines. something more whimsical, channel your inner ‘That
The slanted side pockets also will steer you clear of Girl’ persona with London Fog’s Lucia Lightweight
Gingham Raincoat. Black and white check fabric,
any unwanted extra bulk.

London Fog's
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a flowing cloak
for a seductive
night-time
rendezvous

Lanvin's
Midnight-blue
Mid-length
Trench coat

anvin is a French, multinational,
highfashion empire, and their spring
collection is looking to be exquisite. The
Midnight-blue Mid-length Trench coat is
a flowing cloak for a seductive night-time
rendezvous. Made with Lanvin’s ultraluxurious elephant satin, the jacket features
a wide collar and classic buckle belting. The
wide lapels and covered buttons will make
a daring statement as you enter any room,
while the box pleating in the middle of the
back will ensure just the right amount of
stylish drama as you leave.
For an edgier approach, check out the
Waisted Double-Breasted Jacket. This is
a warm gabardine piece featuring a large
notched collar that squares off the shoulders
with a powerful cut. The sleeves have flirty
slits at the wrist, while the large buttons
bear an astonishing marble effect for a bit of
subtle contrast to the darkness of the fabric.
Wear it with jeans or dress it up with a great
pair of slacks for a bit of midnight cosmo chic.
Written by Michael Raver
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Hand-Chosen
By Rue La La's
Fashion Editors

“A universally f lattering
silhouette in of-the-moment
rainbow-striped lace. You'll
never get lost in the crowd in
this adorable dress.”
Super Lunar Black
Sunglasses
Karen Walker

ing. A
“Simply st unn t you’l l
a
piece of art t h ever.”
treasure f or

n
ces wit h aood
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p
e
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“De ral feel look g
architect u ever yt hing.”
wit h

Diamond Select Cuts
14k Diamond Ring
Rue La La

Kenneth Jay Lane
Gold-plated hoop earrings
Net-a-Porter
26th

Park
Stree Avenue
S
t at P
ark A pring
venu
e So

uth

“Update a closet staple
with playful embellishments
and an oversized shape.”
Stella McCartney
Embellished Denim Jacket
Net-a-Porter

French Girl Organics
Rose Lip Polish
Follain

“Yes, like every girl I love
all things Chanel. Add
this brooch to any outfit
for an instant dose of
vintage charm.”
Chanel
Beetle Bow Brooch
Rue La La

“A whimsical take on this
season’s It shoe, the blocked
heel sandal.”
Mercedes Castillo
Ankle-Tie Sandals
Saks Fifth Avenue
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“A scent that smells like
Spring. Carry the roll-on
version everywhere.”
Valentino
Lace Midi Dress
Net-a-Porter

Chloe
Love Story Eau de Parfum
Rue La La

Smythson
Textured-Leather Notebook
Net-a-Porter

men's

Editors' picks

Hand-Chosen
By Rue La La's
Fashion Editors

“Stay incognito. Round sunglasses
this Spring are a must.”

“A whimsical gift for
the man that has
everything.”
Gucci
Billfold Wallet
Saks Fifth Avenue

Lucho Sunglases
Tom Ford

Mas
t
'MH er & Dy
40' H
n
eadp amic
hone
Farf
s
etch

“G o old school wit h an
shoot camera t hat's ic onic point-andfun t o look at and
Polaroid
Metallic In
stant Cam
era
Nordstrom

“A refined sear
sucker suit in
classic navy is
timeless.”

Gucci
Seersucker Suit
Mr Porter

“A contemporary
timepiece with
character and style”

“Tailored gingham
should be a mainstay in
all men’s wardrobes.”

Cartier
Calibre De Cartier Watch
Rue La La

Comme Des GarÇons
Gingham Shirt
Mr Porter

Cole Haan
Floral Silk-Blend Tie
Rue La La

“Travel in style. Perfect for
a spontaneous weekend or a
brief overnight stay.”
Frame
Slim-Fit Denim Jeans
Mr Porter
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“Skip predictable
stripes in favor of a
playful f loral tie.”

1970's Chuck Taylor
All-StarDenim Sneakers
Converse

Mulberry
Clipper Leather Holdall
Mr Porter

S

Rain,
Rain,
Come
Again
Reinventing the Raincoat

H

ere’s the thing: we know you hate
getting soaked on your walk to and
from work every time it pours. It’s rough.
Feeble umbrellas get swept around in
the wind, while plastic rain ponchos are
unflattering and aren’t really built to
last. Picking up an actual raincoat is a
solid way to go, and there’s no reason
you have to look like your grandfather
in the one you choose, either.

Variations on
a theme: that’s
Rains’ modus
operandi when it
comes to their line
of rainwear.
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Rains' Long Jacket in Green

This season, there are some spectacular
revisions on the stodgy old rain gear of
yesteryear, with impressive updates to
their construction and durability, as well
as to their overall style. When you’re
looking to ward off the wet, here are four
excellent retailers that can provide you
with some stylish raincoat options.
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owa-born Todd Snyder prides his brand
on straightforward luxury for the modern
man. A sweeping combination of Savile Row
craftsmanship and confident NYC edge, Todd
Snyder is everything that the immaculately puttogether guy is after. Yet, make no mistake, their
pieces are designed with a busy man in mind, so
everything is always comfortable.

A modern
rendition of
the iconic
trench look
TODD SNYDER LONG TECH
TOPCOAT IN OLIVE

Their masterfully constructed, water-resistant
Double Face Trench in Grey is a dapper upgrade to
the tired staple versions of a masculine raincoat.
The lightweight Italian bonded wool is outfitted
with punctilious detailed stitching, including
underarm eyelet vents. With a handsome length,
the hem hits at about mid-thigh and comes with
a convenient interior cell phone pocket to keep
your device away from the elements. For the
more traditional man, the Long Tech Topcoat in
Olive is a modern rendition of the iconic trench
look. Made from ultra-light Italian nylon, you’ll
have great coverage in the rain without feeling
weighted down by a heavy coat.

S

wedish luxury brand Stutterheim is devoted
to high-quality outerwear and rainwear.
Founded in 2010 by Alexander Stutterheim in
Stockholm, the company’s ethos is all about
functionality meeting style. They eagerly put
all of their raincoats through a rigorous test in
horrendous weather conditions to ensure that
you’ll never have to bear the brunt of a storm
unadorned. Their quality is also top notch, every
stitch beautifully executed by a vetted staff of
skilled artisans.
For a youthful, waggish alternative to a solidcolored mack, the Stockholm Large Stripe Mole
is handmade in a rubberized cotton in a threetone stripe pattern (mole, black, and potato)
with shiny silver buttons along the front and a
scooped hood on top. The jacket is also available
in a variety of solid colors, ranging from deep
green to pale pink to inky black. For something
a bit hipper, the Kalmar Black is rain gear by
way of a super-hot bomber jacket. Made from
lightweight, coated cotton, this bad boy is fully
lined and comes with a detachable hood. With
elastic cuffs and additional elastic at the bottom
hem, the chilly air that unwelcomely follows the
rain will be kept out of where it doesn’t belong.
48 NYCMONTHLY.COM

RAINS

V

ariations on a theme: that’s Rains’ modus
operandi when it comes to their line of
rainwear. Across their entire collection, their
jackets are available in a variety of colors.
Their classic model is sleek and streamlined,
with a matt surface in a gloriously airy fabric.
Additionally, the compact hood has a small brim
in front, making those walks down the street a
little more pleasant.
For something a bit hardier, check out their
Parka, which features many of the advantages of
the classic raincoat, but has a few nifty extras for
when it’s pouring outside. Structurally, there’s a
helpful coattail in back (don’t you hate it when it
rains and the back of your pants get wet?) and a
two-way, water-resistant zipper in front. If you are
indeed looking for a poncho, Rains has a stylish
alternative to the drugstore variety. Available in
three colors, this version maintains the helpful
pullover coverage, but is also effortlessly stylish.
The buttons along the sides keep things well
ventilated but also keeps you impeccably dry,
even in a deluge.

A perfect way to go
if you’re looking to
keep the wet away
L.L.BEAN TRAIL MODEL RAIN
JACKET IN DARK ROYAL BLUE

O

h, ole’ reliable! Retailer L.L. Bean has been synonymous with well-made, affordable, slick
outerwear ever since their formation in 1912. With a decidedly New England ideology (they’re
based in Freeport, Maine), there’s something at once very sturdy and yet comfortable in every one
of L.L. Bean’s pieces.
With six different colors to choose from, The Trail Model Rain Jacket is a perfect way to go if you’re
looking to keep the wet away. Guaranteed to be waterproof, the hem falls right at the hip. This
jacket is a great for outdoor springtime hikes, complete with easy stowaway conversion engineering.
Thoughtful details like velcro-closure-cinch cuffs, well-placed pockets, and an adjustable draw-cord
drop-tail hem make this a great go-to for a country weekend getaway.
Written by Michael Raver
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WWE Live Road to
Wrestlemania

Sunday 3:00pm @ MSG

Three weeks before Wrestlemania 33
takes place in Orlando, the buildup to
the major event stops at the World’s
Most Famous Arena. Some of the
WWE’s biggest stars, including Brock
Lesnar, John Cena and Randy Orton
are expected to be in action at the
Garden, on their way to headlining
the signature event of the wrestling
year. MSG was the site of the very
first Wrestlemania back in 1985, and
cards here never disappoint.

Knicks vs.
WARRIORS

Sunday @ 3:30pm
MSG

Golden State played in the last
two NBA Finals and then added
Kevin Durant last off-season,
creating the latest basketball
Super-Team. Durant, Steph
Curry, and the rest of the
Warriors make their only Garden
appearance, and you won’t want
to miss it. Carmelo Anthony will
look to steal the spotlight, and the
Knicks will try to steal a win.

6

Big East Men’s
Basketball
Tournament
March 8-11 MSG

Celebrating its 35th year
at Madison Square Garden,
the Big East tournament is
college basketball’s longestrunning postseason basketball
conference tourney held at the
same venue. The winner of this
single elimination tournament
gets an automatic big into the
NCAA tournament with a chance
to compete for the national
championship. Last year’s
national champion Villanova is
once again one of the top teams in
the country, and is looking to win
its 2nd Big East title in the last
3 years.

14

MSG

This one-night celebration of
tennis has been held at the
Garden every year since 2008,
showcasing some of the sport’s
current and past greats. This
year’s event will feature 4
matches for the first time, and
offers a chance to see stars like
Venus Williams, Jack Sock, Andy
Roddick, and Lleyton Hewitt in
action.

World
Championship
Boxing
Sat. @ 7:00pm MSG

Great
comes
to Brooklyn
Two ofboxing
the best
middleweights
in
once
as fans
will be
the again,
world will
headline
thetreated
card at
tothe
a Garden,
championship
unification
with Gennady “GGG”
bout.
WBCdefending
Championhis
Badou
Jack
Golovkin
4 titles
(WBC,
IBF,champion,
IBO) against
will
faceWBA,
the IBF
2008
WBA champion
Daniel
“The
Olympic
gold medal
winner
James
Miraclein
Man”
Jacobs. Brooklyn’s
DeGale
a super-middleweight
Jacobs has won his last 12 fights
title fight. This bout has been longby knockout, while Golovkin will
awaited,
and
determine
be looking
to will
extend
his own the
top
fighter
instraight
their weight
class.
streak
to 24
knockout
This
will beWhile
the headline
fight on
victories.
the hometown
a crowd
terrificwill
card.
be supporting Jacobs
(32-1, 29 KOs), Golovkin (36-0,
33 KOs) holds the best knockout
ratio (92%) in Middleweight
Championship history.

Nets vs.
Thunder

Tues. @ 7:30pm
Barclays Center

All-Star Russell Westbrook has
taken his place as one of the
premier point guards in the
NBA, posting triple doubles at a
historic rate. With Kevin Durant
relocating to Golden State, the
Thunder are now Westbrook’s
team, and he is leading them
to a high playoff seed. This will
be your only chance to see the
Thunder in Brooklyn this year.

18 31
Islanders vs.
Blue Jackets

BNP
Paribas
Mon. @ 7:00pm

18
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Sat. @ 1:00pm
Barclays Center

The first game of a day-night
hockey doubleheader in Brooklyn
(the FDNY-NYPD game follows
later that night) features the
Islanders hosting one of the
NHL’s surprise teams of the
season. Earlier this year the
Blue Jackets fell one game short
of tying an NHL record as they
won 16 consecutive games. Isles
captain John Tavares will look to
score against his All-Star game
teammate, Columbus goalie
Sergei Bobrovsky, and the Isles
will look to get into the playoff
race.

Rangers vs.
Penguins
Fri. @ 7:00pm
MSG

Division rivals square off as the
defending Stanley Cup champion
Penguins visit the Garden.
With just over a week left in
the regular season, every point
matters as the two teams jockey
for playoff seeding. Sidney Crosby
and Evgeni Malkin continue their
hot scoring season, as both are
among league leaders in total
points and goals scored.

*not all events included*

NYC ATHLETE

JACK
SOCK
Our Q&A With the Tennis Pro is Aces

R

ecently ranked in the top 20 in the
world, Jack Sock will be appearing
in New York this year not only for the
US Open but also to make a special stop
at Madison Square Garden on March 6
playing in the BNP Paribas Showdown for
World Tennis Day. After winning the ATP
Men’s singles title at the ASB Classic in
Auckland in January, Sock is primed to
take on Australian upstart Nick Kyrgios
at the showdown.
Coming off a double-medal Olympic
games last summer, bronze in doubles and
gold in mixed doubles, the young American
is looking ahead to more career moments
like that. In our chat with Jack we tried
to find out where he keeps those medals
(not much luck there), and he opened up
about playing in New York, highlights
from the Rio games, and what he wants
to accomplish this year.
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Tennis is a global sport, and you’ve played all
over the world. But what’s different or special
about playing in New York?

Other than winning the gold, what was one of the
most meaningful memories you took away from
the whole experience?

It's a completely different feel. As an American it's even
different. It's your home crowd. We have the US Open,
for us the mecca, the biggest tournament of the year. I
grew up watching every major, but especially the US
Open--seeing all the amazing moments and historic
memories from it. It's incredible to be back here.

I think the list is almost too long. The opening
ceremony, we've seen it on TV and heard about it,
but actually walking through it, honestly, it didn't
feel real. When you're walking through the stadium
and you see all the people sitting in there and you're
wearing the red, white, and blue, you're part of the
whole team.

Outside of the tournament, I just love being in the
city. There's such a good feel to it. I don't get to get I mean, it was surreal. Just the whole experience
here too often, so when I do I love to soak it all in. It staying in the village, seeing all of the other athletes
amazes me every time I'm in the city. I'm definitely eat in the cafeteria. You go into to the game room,
excited to be back for the US Open every year, but hanging out with everyone. Altogether, it was the
especially the showdown this month, I
coolest moment probably of my life.
think it's going to be a lot of fun.
"I'm definitely
Why do events like the BNP
Who of your tennis idols have you had
Paribas Showdown keep the sport
excited to be
the chance to play with or against,
fun for you?
back for the US
and what did you learn from those
I think it's a chance for the players
matches?
Open every year, that are there to kind of show a
When I first started, Agassi was kind
different side. We're so serious
but especially
of the guy. I practiced with him a few
throughout the year and not showing
the showdown
times and got to know him a little bit.
much emotion on the court. For me,
this month, I
I'm a very outgoing and goofy guy
Such a nice guy. I always try to pick his
brain. He's always willing to share his
think it's going and I like to engage with the fans and
have fun. I'm looking forward to going
wisdom and knowledge and experience
to be a lot of fun." out there and hopefully getting the
that he had.
crowd involved and hitting fun shots.
Being from Nebraska, Andy Roddick has
probably got to be the top idol of mine that I grew up What’s something you didn’t get a chance to do
watching, and even game-wise on the court we play the last time you were in NYC during the US Open
fairly similarly: serving forehand, looking to attack. that you want to do this year?
Probably one of my biggest tennis memories was him
I haven't been to the World Trade Center Memorial
winning here in 2003 wearing the visor and the Reebok
yet; I want to do that.
and everything.
What are you hoping to accomplish in your career
I played him here my second US open on Arthur
this year?
Ashe in a night match on a Friday. My first time on
TV on ESPN and I was 18. I had no expectations of I set a goal in mind the beginning of the year to try
winning, and it was one of his last US Opens. I went to compete and win more singles titles. I had one a
out there like a kid in a candy store. I was just like, I few years ago. That was a great feeling, and when
can't believe I'm out here, and the stadium looked a you win one of those you definitely want to experience
thousand times bigger than it was even though it's the it more, and I was able to do that [at] my first ATP
biggest we have. But I just really, really enjoyed being event of the year. I was able to win Auckland, so that
out there, and we're good friends, both being from the definitely motivated me more to keep getting better,
same state and being on the tennis tour. We're both keep improving and try to win more of those this year.
die-hard Cornhusker fans.
For the full interview visit nycmonthly.com
Where do you keep your medals from Rio?
I don't know if I want to say. They're in Kansas City,
I'll say that.

NYC ATHLETE

ALLIE

LONG
The Midfielder Kicks It at
Red Bull Arena This Month

A

llie Long, along with the rest of
the U.S. Women’s National soccer
team, will be defending their title in
the SheBelieves Cup; a tournament
tour that stops at the Red Bull Arena
in Harrison, NJ on March 4. In its
second year, the SheBelieves Cup is a
round-robin tournament with only the
top four teams in the world invited:
United States, Germany, France, and
England.
This will be the first contest between
the U.S. and England since the
inaugural tournament last year and
the women of the national team have
put in rigorous off-season training to
clinch the win, as they did in 2016. In
our conversation with Allie she tells us
what it feels like to be defending The
Cup on the “home turf”, having local
support, and why people are going to
want to be there for the match.

Last year was the inaugural She Believes
Cup and the WNT came out victorious,
how does it feel to come back and defend
the title again in front of the home
crowd?
There is nothing better than having to defend
the title on your home turf. We have the
best fans in the world and for them to be
there for us fighting for the Cup again
means everything.
What’s the preparation been
like as you prepare to face
three of the top five teams
in the world? How much
of it is mental hurdles
and how much is
physical?
We had a physically and
mentally demanding
three week January
camp. A lot of our
preparation
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"It is a special
time as we
continue to fight
for equality on
and off the field."
between training camps is solely up to the
player. It takes a lot of discipline and sacrifice
to stay at the top of our game while we are
away from the team. The other countries are
in the middle of their professional seasons so
they will be ready.
Being from New York, is there something
particularly special about being back to
play in the tristate area?
Growing up on Long Island and living in
NYC for a little, there is nothing better than
getting to represent your country in front
of all the people who have helped you get to
where you are. It will be extremely special
and truly a dream come true! I think I have
about 60 people coming to support me.
What’s different about playing in a
tournament like this vs. the World Cup
or Olympics and why are people going to
want to come out to Red Bull Arena for
it?
There are no elimination rounds and [it’s]
limited to only four teams. I take such pride
in representing the United States of America.
Every time I step on the field I approach it
like it is a World Cup or an Olympic game.
People are going to want to see the best
teams in the world compete against each
other. The games will be exciting, intense and
some of the best football in the world will be
on display. It is a special time as we continue
to fight for equality on and off the field. We
are empowering hundreds of thousands
of people, especially females around the
country.
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March
Museums
Celebrating a Major Filmmaker, an Influential
Painting, and Award-winning theater

N

Curtain Up at the New York Public
Library for the Performing Arts

ew York’s museums cover a great range of subjects
related to art and culture, as this month’s three
highlights clearly demonstrate. MoMI’s Martin Scorsese
retrospective is a fascinating study of the director’s life
and films; an NYPL show exploring award-winning
Broadway and West End theater is similarly informative
and entertaining; and a Met exhibition centered on a
renowned circus-themed painting delves into a bygone
fascination with a lowbrow form of entertainment.
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Seurat’s Circus Sideshow
(Parade de cirque) is the
focus of a fascinating new
show at the Met

A
Martin Scorsese and Robert De Niro
on the set of TAXI DRIVER (1976).
Credit: Sikelia Productions

C

inephiles should flock to the
Furniture from the director’s
This survey
Museum of the Moving Image’s
childhood home and posters of his
ambitious and comprehensive
favorite films (The Red Shoes, I
of Scorsese’s
Martin Scorsese, the first major
Vitelloni) are some of the personal
remarkable
museum retrospective of the
objects on display. A show highlight
half-century
is an interactive grid of Manhattan
celebrated director’s work. This
onto which Scorsese film locations
survey of Scorsese’s remarkable
of filmmaking
half-century of filmmaking explores
are mapped. Screenings of his work,
explores the
the auteur’s own life and films,
as well as classic movies restored
auteur’s own
under his supervision, are featured
as well as his love of cinema in
general. Organized into nine major
throughout the run of the show.
life and films, as
themes (Family, Brothers, Men
well as his love of (Through 4/23, 36-01 35th Ave.,
and Women, Lonely Heroes, New
Queens)
York, Cinephile, Cinematography, cinema in general.
he world’s two greatest theater
Editing, and Music), the collection
districts are the focus of the
comprises production material such as story boards,
New York Public Library for the Performing Arts
posters, and publicity stills from Raging Bull and
exhibition Curtain Up: Celebrating the Last 40
Goodfellas, among other films, plus various props
Years of Theatre in New York and London. In
and costumes, including the dress worn by Cate
partnership with the Society of London Theatre and
Blanchett as Katharine Hepburn in The Aviator.
the Victoria and Albert Museum, the NYPL tells the

T

story of London's West End and New
York's Broadway, also acknowledging
the coincidence of their anniversaries: 40
years of London’s Olivier Awards and 70
years of New York’s own Tonys®.
Curtain Up details the creation
of award-winning productions with
collections that specifically highlight
the development of both theater districts
since 1976. Visitors can admire costumes
and masks from Disney's The Lion King;
Michael Crawford's original mask from
the London production of The Phantom
of the Opera, shown alongside costumes
from a recent show; gold top hats worn
in the finale of the original A Chorus
Line; and original set models for In
the Heights, Arcadia and War Horse.
Film clips from various productions are
embedded throughout. (Through 6/30,
40 Lincoln Center Plaza)

n 1888 painting that was one of the
artist’s least admired works when
it was initially shown, Seurat’s Circus
Sideshow (Parade de cirque) is the focus
of a fascinating new show at the Met. In
addition to the pointillist masterpiece itself—
which has since become one of Seurat’s most
celebrated and influential paintings—the
exhibition includes more than 100 related
works, all referencing the circus motif that
was so alluring to artists of the day.
On display are crayon drawings by
Seurat, plus prints, period posters, and
illustrated journals shown alongside musical
instruments and other materials that
document the excitement of 19th-century
seasonal fairs and traveling circuses. One
major highlight is Fernand Pelez's Grimaces
and Misery (Les Saltimbanques), finished the
same year as Parade de cirque and featuring
life-size performers arranged on a 20-foot
stage. (Through 5/29, 1000 Fifth Ave.)
Written by Marina Zogbi

MARCH CULTURAL EXHIBITS
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New York
Historical Society
Tattooed New York
(Through April 30 )

Tattooing in New York began with Native
American body art; today, it is popular with
New Yorkers of all ages and social strata.
Photographs, flash, and an ink pen designed
by Thomas Edison himself anchor this
comprehensive look at the diverse, sometimes
dark history and colorful future of tattoos in The
Big Apple.

New York Hall of Science
Science Fiction, Science Future
(Through April 30 )

Industria

This temporary exhibit is perfectly suited to the Hall of
Science, and offers a deeper understanding of how science
fiction ideas and concepts might become the scientific
reality of tomorrow. Meet robots, interact with holograms,
and experience augmented reality as you delve into this
hands-on exhibit of tech geekery.

The Rolling Stones Exhibitionism
(Through March 12)

Music. Film. Fashion. Art. And so, so much tongue. "Exhibitionism" is a curated look at The Rolling Stones’ 50+-year history, from
their on-stage costumes to lyric books and personal diaries to never-before-releases recordings. Contained within nine themed
galleries, this exhibit arrives stateside after its London debut at the Saatchi Gallery, making it's only American stop in New York.

The Museum at FIT

Adrian: Hollywood and Beyond

Skyscraper Museum
Ten & Taller (Through April 30 )

The idea of a “skyscraper” towering 10 stories seems
antiquated beside the grandeur of One World Trade and the
Empire State Building, but these 200-foot structures were
once the state of the art, and New York was home to 250 of
them by 1900. A combination of population boom and the
advent of the elevator drove the city truly sky-high.
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(Through April 1 )
Designer Gilbert Adrian’s ready-to-wear and
costume designs are the focus of this exhibit,
which centers around his innovative use of
textiles. The graduate students in the Fashion
and Textile Studies program curated this
showcase, the first to analyze Adrian’s work
within the context of the contemporary fashion
and textile design of the mid-20th century.

*not all exhibits included*

Brooklyn Historical Society
Truman Capote’s Brooklyn:
The Lost Photographs of
David Attie (Through July)

Attie’s photographs document Brooklyn
in 1958, as guided by 33-year-old Truman
Capote, who led the photographer from
the streets of Brooklyn Heights to the
waterfront. Follow along in this exhibit,
which brings the largely unseen fruits of
their collaboration to light for the first
time.

Museum of the City of New York
Posters and Patriotism (Spring 2017 )

New Yorkers might have been less than enthusiastic about the war
effort when the United States joined WWI, but local artists and
illustrators were quickly enlisted in the war effort, working for
the government’s new Division of Pictorial Publicity. This exhibit
showcases their work, including posters, flyers, magazine art,
sheet music covers, and more.

MARCH ART EXHIBITS

March 2017

Guggenheim Museum
Jackson Pollock: Exploring
Alchemy (Ongoing)

Like One, Jackson Pollock’s Alchemy is
an iconic piece of abstract art. It’s on view
at the Guggenheim for the first time in
the United States since 1969, courtesy of
conservators from the museum and Italian
organizations who have been scientifically
analyzing the piece in Florence. It’s an
unusual and exciting opportunity to get
to know one of Pollock’s earliest poured
paintings.

Cooper Hewitt

Scraps: Fashion, Textiles and Creative Reuse
(Through April 26 )

MoMA

Three designers offer creative, alternative approaches to
confronting textile waste in this celebration of sustainability.
Explore more than 40 works that demonstrate the efficient use
of materials and resources, preservation of craft traditions,
and integration of new technologies into the ongoing recycling
process.

Unfinished Conversations: New work from the Collection

(Opens March 19, Through July 30 )
All of the works showcased here were created in the past decade, and more than a dozen artists’ works are represented. As the
museum’s most recent acquisitions, they speak to the unrest, anxiety, and critical reflections that characterize contemporary life,
exploring the vagaries of state violence, the implications of global capitalism, and the contemporary reverberations of the slave trade.

New Museum

Raymond Pettibon: A Pen of All Work
(Through April 9 )

Pettibon’s pen has chronicled the history, mythology, and culture of America
for more than thirty years. Here, the New Museum explores his drawings’
signature interplay between image and text, moving between historical
reflection, emotional longing, poetic wit, and strident critique. It is his first
survey exhibition at any major museum in New York.

Museum of Arts
and Design
Jes Fan: No Clearance
in Niche Through April 16 )
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This forward-thinking exhibit
explores issues of gender identity with
everything from limp pink dumbbells
to testosterone-scented candles (yes,
really). The artist is no fan of stereotypes
or hierarchies, and these artfully
deconstructed pieces in latex, silicone,
and glycerin make “otherness” unusually
accessible, all courtesy of the Hong Kong
born, Brooklyn-based artist Jes Fan.

Whitney Museum
Whitney Biennial 2017
(Through June 11 )

For its 78th installment, The Whitney’s
famed Biennial will explore the formation of
self and the individual’s place in a turbulent
society. Works from 63 participants range
from emerging to well-established voices, in
genres from painting to sculpture to drawing
to installation to film and video. Performances
and photographs are also included; this exhibit
is spectacularly diverse.

The Met Breuer

Marsden Hartley’s Maine

(Opens March 15, Through June 18 )
American artist Marsden Hartley has enjoyed a lifelong artistic
engagement with his home state of Maine, and this exhibition
brings nearly 90 paintings and drawings together for an
expressive look at The Pine Tree State. With a focus on inland
Maine, including Mount Katahdin, the collection will move
to Maine at the end of its run for display at the Colby College
Museum in Waterville.
*not all exhibits included*

TOURIST
IN YOUR

OWN

S t . P at r i c k ’s C at h e d r a l

CITY
Ah, New Yorkers. Is there
anything we don’t accomplish
at top speed? Despite our
penchant for pushing the
limit, sometimes, it’s nice
to take a breath or two and
look around at all that our
city has to offer. That means
the landmarks we take for
granted, the fun going-out
spots that we’re quick to
recommend but slow to visit,
and the conveniences that
make city life so special.
Here, six of our picks for
slowing it down – if only for a
moment! – and remembering
why we’re all in such a hurry
to be here.

Looking for inspiration? You’ll find it
in droves among the gothic arches and
stained glass of this iconic Catholic
Cathedral. Whether you visit for Mass
(which is offered seven times a day,
accommodating even New Yorkers’ busy
schedules) or just to gawk at the soaring
organ pipes and vaulted ceilings, you’ll
leave with a healthy sense of wonder.
(Fifth Ave. at 50th St.)

The Lowline Lab
We all love the High Line, but man – try
strolling that thing on a weekend, and you’ll
know just what a sardine feels like. Combat
the crowding (but embrace the snug-as-abug-in-a-rug sensation) at The Lowline Lab,
an experimental intro to what will be the
city’s first underground park. You kind of
have to see it to believe it; think Fraggle Rock
meets Central Park.
(140 Essex St.)

Voilà Chocolat
Make your own truffles. We’ll
let that sink in for a moment.
This UWS chocolate shop hosts
hands-on chocolate-making
demos, team-building events,
and parties. Sip wine while
expert chocolatiers guide
you through the process of
decorating a premium truffle
(and don’t miss their legendary
hot chocolate), then bring your
treats home to share or savor.
(221 W. 79th St.)

Brooklyn Bowl
Whether for live music, great food, craft
beer, or (you guessed it) bowling, this
Williamsburg mainstay is every bit as
much fun as you remember. Take the trip
now before the L train shutdown makes
it harder to reach, and swing through
Brooklyn Brewery while you’re out there.
Peak hipster: achieved.
(61 Wythe Ave., Brooklyn)

Carolines on Broadway
Some of the biggest names in stand-up
swing through Caroline’s on any given
week, performing unusually intimate
sets that will have you in stitches. Recent
guests have included Leslie Jones and
Michael Ian Black, but you never know
who might stop by for a quick set (Jerry
Seinfeld, Billy Crystal, Rosie O’Donnell,
and Jay Leno have all played Caroline’s).
(1626 Broadway)

Second Avenue
Subway
It’s here! It’s finally here!
There’s nothing quite as New
York as complaining about
the fact that the Second
Avenue Subway hasn’t
been finished yet, but with
the first portion open and
running, we’re giving in
to the giddy thrill of being
among its first riders. Swipe
a MetroCard and cruise up
the UES, where a garden
of new restaurants has
sprouted up in recent years.
(Various Stations)

CONCIERGE
SERVICES

TIPPING SMART
Tipping is customary in NYC
and should typically be done
with cash, not on a card.
Here’s a rough guide:

Concierge Service is
widely available in many
of the city’s premier hotels.
Consider your concierge a
“go-to” person for just about
anything, whether it’s a
simple need or a big wish.
They know how to make
things happen and know the
right people to contact to get
things done.
• Finding theater, sports, event
tickets in your budget
• Finding tickets to sold-out
performances, games and shows

NEW TO
TOWN
Tips &
Tricks to
Navigate
The City

I

f you're just joining us in the city, welcome. We know things can be a bit overwhelming
whether here just for a visit or getting settled in and planing to stay awhile, so let us help.
Here's a few tricks of the Manhattan-living trade that you may be unfamiliar with or need
to brush up on; we cover the basics: concierge services, transportation, and tipping smart.
Then, on the pages that follow we offer a few of our recommendations on Broadway, dining,
and museums, just to get you started. Get out there and explore our city. We're happy to
have you here.

• Booking tickets for attractions
and tours
• Recommending and reserving
restaurants
• Making spa reservations
• Arranging babysitting, pet
services, couriers, on-call doctors
or other special needs
If your hotel concierge has helped
you, whether it was securing
reservations for dinner, ordering
theater tickets, or arranging a
special event, please note gratuity
is appreciated.

• Wait staff – 20% of the total
check
• Bartender - $2/drink
• Coatroom attendant - $1-2/
coat
• Washroom attendant - $1

TRANSPORTATION
There are lots of ways to get
around NYC. Though the
subways may be the most
efficient, there are a number
of options to help get you
where you need to go.
•Yellow Taxi – A cab is only
on duty when the middle light
display is on. If the top light
is off completely, it’s occupied.
They’re tough to find when it’s
raining and also be aware of
shift-change time from 4-5PM
when cabs are scarce. Don’t
forget to tip 15% or more. You
can now also download their new
app Arro to e-hail a cab and pay
with your phone.
•Car Services – New York City
has many black car services that
offer flat rate fees rather than a
metered fare.
•Ride Shares – To keep costs
down there are a variety of ride
share programs like UberPOOL,
Lyft and Via. These rides will
pick you up at your location
and get you to your destination
while picking up others headed
in the same direction. For more
information and instructions
download the apps to your
smartphone.

• Hotel doorman - $1-2/bag and
$1-2 for hailing a cab
• Hotel housekeeper - $2-5/
night
• Hotel concierge $5+ for
reservations and tickets
• Tour guides - $5-10 for
giving helpful information and
entertainment during the tour

DINING
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Angus Club Steakhouse
135 E. 55th St. (Lexington Ave.)
212.588.1585

The signature porterhouse at Angus Club
Steakhouse, fulfills all senses. The dish
comes out sizzling as you hear, smell and see
it in all its glory. Tasting the perfectly aged
meat justifiably rounds out your experience.
The bone-in ribeye is also a true contender
as a tender and flavorful alternative. The
truffled cream corn is a distinctive side
to try as the corn still maintains its crisp
texture while swimming in a wonderful
truffle cream.

Exceptional Prime Dry-Aged Steaks and
Chops. Fresh Seafood. Mouth-Watering
Side Dishes. Exquisite Wines & Spirits.

Ben & Jack’s Steak House
225 5th Ave. (27th St.)
212.532.7600

With the look of a classic steakhouse, Ben
& Jack’s could be straight out of a mob
movie. Start of your meal with extra thick
sizzling Canadian bacon. Be prepared for
the overwhelming quantity of meat on your
plate by selectively choosing your sides. The
sautéed broccoli covered in garlic adds great
color to the hearty dish. Known for their
porterhouse, it is so flavorful, you won’t be
asking for an additional sauce.

Gaonnuri

Benjamin Steakhouse
52 E. 41st St. (Park Ave.)
212.297.9177

At see-and-be-seen stand-by Benjamin,
there isn’t a bad seat in the house: whether you’re beside the fireplace in the main
dining room or overlooking it all from the
balcony above, you’ll enjoy voyeuris- tic views
of the garnet-like gems of tuna tartare, the
USDA prime steaks (all aged in-house for a
minimum of 28 days) and almost comically
enormous 4-lb. lobsters. You’ll also engage
in a lively game of “I Spy,” because this
midtown meat palace is famous for their
celebrity clientele, from Angelica Huston
to Kim Kardashian.

Delmonico’s Restaurant
56 Beaver St. (S. William St.)
212.509.1144

Beauty & Essex

T

he hardest thing about choosing where to
eat in New York? Narrowing down your
virtually endless options.

In a city where you could eat breakfast, lunch,
and dinner at a different restaurant every day
all year long and scarcely scratch the surface
of the vibrant restaurant scene, it’s easy to feel
overwhelmed.
But all those choices make finding great food in
New York – whether you have a craving for comfort

40/40 Club

or pine for fine dining – easier than anywhere else
in the world. From quick service icons like Shake
Shack, to outstanding ethnic cuisine in Chinatown
or on the East Village’s “Curry Row,” to world-class
institutions of indulgence like Per Se, there’s just
no excuse for eating badly in the Big Apple.
Here, you’ll find some of our resident expert’s
top picks for a meal, whether your tastes run
quaint or exotic, quick and easy, or quality that’s
extraordinary.

Travel back in time to a younger New York,
where ornate wallpaper, starched linens
and capacious leather chairs set the scene
for a decadent meal. The menu might seem
familiar (Lobster Newburg? Delmonico’s
Steak? Chicken a la King?), and it should; all
of those iconic dishes were first served right
here, and are still prepared with premium
ingredients and time-honored techniques.
Think of the im- posing Corinthian pillars
that greet you at the entrance as a portal
to another time, and step right in.

Empire Steak House
237 W. 54th St. (Broadway)
212.586.9700
Right on Broadway, Empire Steak House
is the perfect restaurant to visit pre-show.
The huge dining room is upscale and modern. Key meat entrees: bone-in ribeye, filet
mignon and surprisingly, the lamb chops.
The $30 prix fixe lunch option is a great
alternative to leave happy with a full belly
and wallet.

“...steak for everyone.”
- The New York Times

“...the most delicious steaks and
seafood in town.” - Forbes
Open 7 Days A Week!
255 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10016
212.532.7600
219 EAST 44TH ST.
NEW YORK, NY 10017
UNDER RENOVATIONS RE-OPENING SOON!
BENANDJACKSSTEAKHOUSE.COM
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Keens Steakhouse
72 W. 36th Street (6th Ave.)
212.947.3636

For a real steak dinner, nothing compares to
Keens, where Albert Einstein, Teddy Roosevelt and Babe Ruth once dined and smoked;
their pipes and thousands of others hang
from the low ceilings in neat rows. In-theknow carnivores swear by Keens’ legendary
mutton chops, but a variety of other prime
cuts are also available, all complemented
by do-not-miss desserts like their ridiculously indulgent dark chocolate mousse.
New Yorkers have flocked to these dark
wood-paneled rooms since 1885, earning
Keens an “American Classic” designation
from the James Beard Foundation in 2013.

Il Mulino Prime
331 W. Broadway (Grand St.)
212.226.0020

Against white-washed brick walls hung
with white casts of mounted bison
heads, atop white tablecloths set with
white plates and napkins, the food at
Il Mulino Prime leaps off the plate in
a riot of color and texture: short rib
ravioli with butter and sage competes
with frutti di mare over black ink pasta
for your attention, while prime bonein double-cut veal chops with Barolo
wine sauce threaten to steal the show.
Serving a smart balance of steak- house
classics and Italian favorites, the menu
is at once upscale and comforting.

Strip House
15 W. 44th St. (5th Ave.)
212.336.5454

One of mid-town's newer additions (2012),
this a classic NYC steak house and the sister
location to the extremely popular downtown
outpost. Start your experience at the bar
with a glass of wine or one of their specialty
cocktails like the The Smoking Jacket (pot
still Irish whiskey, housemade 1886 tobacco
bitters, maplewood smoke, orange vanilla
ash). Then sit down for a delicious experience from their combinations of charred cuts
perfectly paired with decadent sides such as
the 20 oz. bone-in rib eyes and black truffle
creamed spinach. NYC Monthly note, we
rarely leave without one of their incredible
deserts, the 24 layer chocolate cake is so good
its breathtaking... yes...breathtakingly good!

Wolfgang's Steakhouse
4 Park Ave. (33rd St.)
212.889.3369
One of many locations, this Murray Hill
location consistently receives high marks on
service and quality. Notably one of the top
steakhouses in New York City, Wolfgang's
Steakhouse transports you to a dimmed,
classy dining atmosphere where they serve
you huge portions of perfectly cooked, juicy
steaks. Pair them with the most delicious
creamed spinach and German potatoes for
a carnivore's dream meal.
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Bar Primi
325 Bowery (E. 3rd St.)
212.220.9100

A quaint exterior leads to a cozy interior
at Bar Primi. The Ricotta Bruschetta with
truffled honey and hazelnut still main- tains
a light airy taste despite the smooth ricotta.
You must try the Stuffed Meat- balls as the
fontina cheese melts in your mouth with the
well cooked meat and tang of tomato sauce.
The night life is pretty hopping here, so
grab a drink and mingle while you're at it!

Buca di Beppo
1540 Broadway (45th St.)
212.764.6527

When you’ve worked up a Gotham-sized
appetite, nothing is more satisfying
than a hearty meal with friends. And
that’s exactly what you’ll find at Buca
di Beppo, an Italian oasis in the heart
of Times Square. Every dish is served
family-style, in generous portions designed for sharing, ranging from savory
chicken saltimbocca with artichokes,
prosciutto, and sage to classic spaghetti
and meatballs. Pull up a chair, pile your
plate high, refuel for the rest of your
New York adventure, and do not miss
the colossal brownie sundae.

Chazz Palminteri Italian
890 Second Ave. (E. 48th St.)
212.355.55400
New York is a paradise for Italian food lovers
thanks to the city’s many famous residents
of Italian descent. Case in point: Bronx-born
Calogero Palminteri, better known as Chazz,
the actor from films like “A Bronx Tale” and,
it turns out, an aspiring restaurateur. His
namesake restaurant pours his own BiVi
Sicilian vodka in their signature Sicilian
Martini, just the thing to kick off a meal
of Zuppa di Cozze, PEI mussels in red or
white sauce, followed by Tagliata di Manzo alla Pizzaiola, USDA Prime steak with
onions, peppers, mushrooms, fresh plum
tomatoes and oregano. As Mamma would
say, “Mangia!”

Cipriani
55 Wall St. (William St.)
212.699.4096
Grandiose with its high ceilings and majestic
white columns, Cipriani transports you to
another place where you are the VIP for
the night. With multiple event spaces such
as a library room, private vault room and
a beautiful outdoor balcony, the ambiance
and service creates your Cipriani experience.
Food is portioned on the larger side so order
accordingly. Their pesto is rumored to be the
best in the city!

Davio’s Northern
Italian Steakhouse
447 Lexington Ave. (45th St.)
212.661.4810
Davio’s takes their Italian heritage seriously, serving hearty handmade pastas
alongside their chophouse menu of steaks
and sides. Top-notch imported ingredients,
including Umbrian lentils and San Marzano
tomatoes, lend Old World flavor to the satisfying plates, which range from pasta with
gorgonzola, ricotta, mascarpone, parmigiano
and black truffle butter to a 14-oz. Prime
New York sirloin that rivals any cut in town.

Il Mulino Uptown
37 E. 60th St. (Madison Ave.)
212.750.3270
Dress nicely. Keep your elbows off the table.
Chew with your mouth closed. All good
advice, but the most important words for
prospective Il Mulino diners? Bring your
appetite. Don’t be fooled by the luxuriously spare décor and pristine white linens:
these Italians want you to eat. Their complimentary antipasti is legendary (think allyou-can-eat salumi and nuggets of imported
pecorino) and the house focaccia has been
the end of many a feigned “gluten allergy.”
Il Mulino is the Italian nonna you always
wanted, swathed in George Clooney’s dapper
throw-back style.

La Mela
167 Mulberry St. (Broome St.)
212.431.9493

This quaint Little Italy classic is a visit to
your Italian nonna’s house (or the Italian
nonna you always wanted) brought to life.
Red-and-white checkered tablecloths welcome plates of all your favorites: Caesar
salad, stuffed mushrooms, spaghetti and
meatballs, fettucini alfredo and chicken
parmigiana, just to name a few. Wash it
down with a glass of house red and keep your
eyes open; never know who you might see
here. Famous La Mela fans include Danny
DeVito, Keanu Reeves and Gene Simmons.

Lombardi’s
32 Spring St. (Mott St.)
212.941.7994

It’s no surprise that the kitchen where New
York-style pizza is said to have been invented
over a century ago is still crank- ing out some
of the city’s most popular pies. Little else
has changed at Lombar- di’s: the restaurant
is proudly standing room only on weekends;
payment is ac- cepted in cash only, though
an on-site ATM makes that easier; and even
famously cranky New Yorkers have be seen
smiling when their pie arrives, fresh and
steaming hot, from the oven.

Rubirosa
235 Mulberry Street
(Spring & Prince Sts.)
212.965.0500

A restaurant for pizza lovers and gluten free
foodies, Rubirosa values fresh ingredients
as they carefully pick ingredients that meld
together on top of a great crispy but still
chewy thin crust. The fan favorite: vodka
pizza. Try some gluten free rice balls filled
with fontina cheese, mascarpone and
prosciutto, on the side. There is a wait for
this gourmet, Italian pizzeria, so make a
reservation!

SEA F OOD
Atlantic Grill
49 W. 64th St. (Broadway)
212.787.4663

For reliably excellent fish and shellfish,
served on crisp white linen-topped tables,
New Yorkers on both sides of Central Park
turn to Atlantic Grill, a Manhattan institution since 1998. Seasonal cocktails and a
diverse, approachable wine list complement
the peerlessly fresh seafood. The menu has
something for everyone: a sumptuous – and
surprisingly affordable – raw bar; signature
sushi and sashimi plates; the day’s catch,
simply grilled; and composed appetizers and
entrees that draw inspiration from around
the world: teriyaki glazes to Cajun blackening spices to melted leeks and chanterelles.

Catch
21 Ninth Ave. (W. 13th St.)
212.392.5978

In the hip Meatpacking District, this massive contemporary seafood haven boasts a
lively open kitchen and nautical-chic décor
that includes hammered copper, exposed
brick and honey-colored wood paneling. The
bi-level restaurant also features a soaring
rooftop bar and lounge where well- heeled
guests nibble a signature salmon, hamachi
and tuna tartare trio with American caviar
and wasabi crème fraiche while sipping
Seraphina cocktails: ginger-in- fused Bombay Sapphire with watermelon juice, lemon,
and agave, aka. a shaker full of summer.

"Chazz Palminteri Combines
Love for Sicilian Heritage
and Classic Italian Food"
-Zagat

info@chazzpalminterinyc.com
www. chazzpalminterinyc.com

Ed’s Chowder House
44 W. 63rd St. (Broadway)
212.956.1288
In an airy, whitewashed space one story
above the bustle of 63rd Street, Ed’s is a gem
that whisks diners, via one quick flight of
stairs, straight to the Hamptons. The signature selection of – you guessed it – chowders
is warming in the winter and satisfying in
the summer, but the real shame would be
to ignore the rest of the menu, where gems
such as brioche-crusted Atlantic hake and
salmon tartare with fresh cucumber and
horseradish cream are waiting to be discovered (and devoured).

Lure Fishbar
142 Mercer Street (Prince St.)
212.431.7676

In the heart of Soho, Lure Fishbar provides
an escape to the sea. A rare showcase of
creativity with seafood, try their lobster
croutons as an appetizer. Alternatively, the
fresh and bright salmon tartare sits on top
of a perfect balance of creamy avocado. Order any fish entree, as it will never let you
down, or try their bash style burger with
an onion and bacon jam you'll want to jar
and take home.

Oceana
120 W. 49th St. (6th & 7th Ave.)
212.759.5941
Be seduced by the service and seafood at
Oceana. The waiters will offer great wine
pairing suggestions and attentively keep
your glass full throughout the meal. The raw
bar never disappoints with fresh varieties
of oysters and seafood towers. The most
unique dish is the General Tsao’s Lobster.
Combining a favorite Chinese dish with a
fresh crustacean is a winning combination.

890 2nd Ave. | NY, NY 10017 (48th St.)
212.355.5540

A SIA N
Buddakan
75 Ninth Ave. (15th & 16th Sts.)
212.989.6699

info@empiresteakhousenyc.com
www.empiresteakhousenyc.com
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OUR SECOND LOCATION
IS NOW OPEN!

151 East 50th Street | NY, NY 10022 | 212.582.6900

Receiving attention for its appearance on
"Sex in the City," this Asian Fusion restaurant's decor and ambiance is majestically
seductive. The golden walls, drop down chandeliers, and elegant candlelight all make you
feel like royalty. Get a taste of their special
edamame dumplings and their hoisin glazed
pork belly buns. Sip on Fate, a cocktail that
combines prosecco, St. Germain elderflower
liqueur and pineapple, for those that like
bubbles with a kick.

If you want a classically elegant dining experience, visit Gotham Bar and Grill. An
open dining room with elevated ceilings,
start with the ricotta tortellini to taste the
earthiness the broccoli rabe gives to the
dish. Round out the meal with the lighter
miso marinated black cod and share their
popular and rich Gotham chocolate cake. If
on a budget, their $35 Greenmarket Lunch
Pre Fixe menu is worth going for.

The Lambs Club
132 W. 44th St. (Broadway)
212.997.5262

Talented and famously stern, the sushi chefs
at Hatsuhana know their way around the
business end of a santoku knife. Their obsessive attention to detail yields dishes like
the Box of Dreams, nine miniature bowls of
raw or cooked sashimi cuts over rice presented in a lacquer box – as stunning as it
is delicious. Other, more unusual options,
like the mini bowl of sea urchin and salmon
caviar, round out the incredibly affordable
menu, all served in the soothingly austere,
well-lit, blond wood shingled dining room.

Upon entrance, The Lambs Club offers
a foxy, red leather furniture atmosphere
with jazz and low lights adding a touch
of sophistication. The Spanish Octopus a
la Plancha offers a mouth watering, wellcooked seafood treat. The local Long Island
Duck Breast offers a crispy skin surrounding
a juicy duck breast that hosts a decadent
black truffle sauce.

Megu Midtown
845 United Nations Plaza
(48th St.)
212.964.7777

Tao
42 E. 58th St. (Madison Ave.)
212.888.2288
Don’t be distracted by the 16-foot Buddha
statue or the live carp swimming in the pool
at his feet. Spend too much time look- ing
around Tao’s transportive Asian tem- ple
and you’ll miss smaller wonders right on
your plate, like lobster wontons with shiitake-ginger broth, or in your glass, like the
Royal Rickshaw, D’Ussé cognac with Cointreau and yuzu. A full sushi and sashimi
menu is available, as well, and their Sunday
dim sum brunch is one of the best in town.

Zengo
622 Third Ave.
(42nd St.) 212.808.8110
A trendy Latin-Asian style blend, Zengo
combines flavors in an artful manner. Key
dishes to try are the zesty Thai Chicken
Empanada, Duck Confit Daikon Radish
Tacos, and Braised Short Rib Coca. A tequila bar continues the fusion with drinks
like Tamarind-Togarashi Margarita and
Bangkok Princesa. The drinks perfectly
combine heat with sweet.
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Gotham Bar and Grill
12 E. 12th St. (University Pl.)
212.620.4020

Hatsuhana Sushi Restaurant
17 E. 48th St. (5th & Madison Ave.)
212.355.3345

A modern Japanese styled restaurant, Megu
adds flare to its dishes. For example, Kobe
Beef is grilled and presented on a Mt. Fuji
lava stone. Its crispy "Okaki" asparagus on
a wooden stick provides an inviting fluffy
crunch. For green tea dessert lovers, the
green tea crepe tastes as good as it looks:
light yet decadent and flavorful.

237 West 54th Street | NY, NY 10019 | 212.586.9700

A M ERICA N

MANHATTAN’S NEWEST STEAKHOUSE

Modern Luxury With a
Classic New York Vibe

The National
557 Lexington Ave. (50th St.)
212.715.2400
The National is a must visit for fans of the
Food Network's Iron Chef, Geoffrey Zakarian. The restaurant has an inviting and
comfy charm with its warm lights and clean,
dark wood decor. His new American style
food excels in its simplicity but still contains
small creative twists. Try the tender braised
lamb shank and a NTL mule drink with
fresh ginger to spice up your meal.

Pennsylvania 6
132 W. 31st St. (Fashion Ave.)
212.727.3666
A hidden gem amongst the hustle and bustle
of the Penn Station crowd, Penn- sylvania 6
NYC is conveniently located for any meal.
They have an unlimited drinks and brunch
meal deal for $29 on the week- ends where
you can still order their popu- lar Blue Crab
Mac & Cheese. Chunks of jumbo lump crab
and fontina cheese melt into each other in
the cast iron skillet. If coming for lunch or
dinner try the luscious and savory Tartufo
Pizza with taleggio, mushrooms, shaved
truffle and a fried egg on top.

Planet Hollywood
1540 Broadway (45th St.)
212.333.7827
Los Angeles may have film sets, but New
York is a film set – and nowhere celebrates
the city’s cinematic splendor better than
Planet Hollywood. In a dining room wallpapered with larger-than-life photos of NYC
scenes, you’ll dine on elevated American
classics like Kobe beef sliders and fourcheese mac’n’cheese. The tasty fare competes for attention with props from classic
films (The Terminator) and contemporary
blockbusters (The Hunger Games), all conveniently located in the middle of one of
the city’s most iconic scenes: the glittering
marquees of Times Square.

Oak Room

Upstairs Dining

USDA Prime Steaks
Dry Aged 30-35 Days
“A Difference You Can Taste”
135 E 55th Street|New York, NY
212-588-1585
www.angusclubsteakhouse.com

BROADWAY

Come From Away

Groundhog Day

I

f there were one aspect of New York City that
encapsulates the city’s standing as one of the
world’s most vibrant entertainment epicenters,
many would point to Broadway theater. As the city’s
focal point for the very best musicals and shows,
the talent, theatrics, and production value found
on Broadway are second to none.
Whether you’re looking to experience a recordsetting musical classic like Phantom of the
Opera, or a new play starring one of your favorite
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War Paint

Hollywood stars, the following pages will help
guide you with detailed information and novel
classification of Broadway’s most current offerings.
Over 13 million people attended a Broadway
show in 2014, making it the best-attended and
highest-grossing year in history. Also known as
the “Theater District” and “The Great White Way,”
head there today for unmatched excitement that’s
perfect for family outings or solo excursions.
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A Bronx Tale The Musical
Longacre Theatre
220 W. 48th St. (8th Ave.)

With a score from Alan Menken, direction by Robert De Niro and Jerry Zaks,
A Bronx Tale is a stage adaption of the
original one-man show and classic film
of the film of the same name. A musical
version about racial strife and organized
crime it’s a story of a man choosing whether to follow in the footsteps of the father
he loves or mob boss he’d love to be. Tues.
& Thurs., 7; Wed., 2 & 7; Fri., 8; Sat., 2
& 8; Sun., 3.

Aladdin
(musical) family favorite
New Amsterdam Theatre
214 W. 42nd St. (7th Ave.)

Aladdin, a poor street kid who falls in love
with a princess, has a life-changing experience after discovering the secrets of a magic lamp. Based on the 1992 Disney movie.
Tues., Wed., Thurs., 7; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 &
8; Sun., 1 & 6:30.

Amélie, A New Musical
Walter Kerr Theatre
219 W. 48th St. (8th Ave.)

Happy to live loudly in her mind yet quietly in the world Amélie finds joy by covertly
improvising small and surprising acts of
kindness. When a chance to find love presents itself she realizes that to she’ll need
to risk everything and say what’s in her
heart for her own chance of happiness.
Previews begin March 9. Mon. – Fri.,
8; Sat., 2 & 8.

Anastasia
Broadhurst Theatre
235 W. 44th St. (8th Ave.)

From the twilight of the Russian Empire
to the euphoria of Paris in the 1920s, Anastasia is the romantic, adventure-filled
story of a brave young woman attempting
to discover the mystery of her past. Previews begin March 23. Tues. – Fri., 8; Sat.,
2 & 8.

Beautiful: The Carole
King Musical (musical)
Stephen Sondheim Theatre
124 W. 43rd St. (6th & 7th Aves.)

This musical tells the inspiring true story
of King's remarkable rise to stardom,
from being part of a hit songwriting team
with her husband Gerry Goffin, to her
relationship with fellow writers and best
friends Cynthia Weil and Barry Mann, to
becoming one of the most successful solo
acts in popular music history. Tues. &
Thurs., 7; Wed., 2; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8;
Sun., 2 & 7.

The Book of Mormon (musical)
Eugene O’Neill Theatre
230 W. 49th St. (8th Ave.)

Once in a blue moon does Broadway get
a show that’s so shockingly different and
hysterical as The Book of Mormon. From
the people behind South Park and Avenue
Q comes this hilarious tale of two Mormon
missionaries headed to Uganda. Tues.,
Tues., Wed., Thurs., 7; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 &
8; Sun., 2 & 7.

Cats is back! A group of cats prowl a junkyard and compete for the honor of ascending to the Heaviside layer in order to enjoy another of their nine lives, in Andrew
Lloyd Webber's musical version of a book
of T.S. Eliot poems. Mon. & Fri., 8; Tues.
& Thurs., 7; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 2 & 7.

NBC-TV

Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory
Lunt-Fontanne Theatre
205 W. 46th St. (Broadway)
With glass elevators, nutty squirrels, and
of course Oompa-Loompas, Charlie and
the Chocolate Factory comes to magical
life in this new production which originally played London’s West End. From the
creative team behind Hairspray, this new
musical is a confectionary treat not to be
missed. Previews begin March 28.

Chicago (musical)
Ambassador Theatre
219 W. 49th St. (8th Ave.)

Classic Fosse choreography plus a musical tale of murder and corruption make
Chicago a sultry sensation. It’s sexy, it’s
indulgent... it’s a show that winds you
around its finger and has you coming back
for more. Mon., Tues., Thurs., & Fri., 8;
Sat., 2:30 & 8; Sun., 2:30 & 7:00.

Cirque du Soleil Paramour
(musical)
Lyric Theatre
213 W. 42nd St. (7th & 8th Aves.)

T H E H I T B R O A D W AY M U S I C A L
New Amsterdam Theatre, Broadway & 42nd Street
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65th &
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Cats (Musical)
Neil Simon Theatre
250 W. 52nd St.
(Broadway & 8th Ave.)

Paramour unites Cirque du Soleil's signature spectacle with Broadway's story-telling. Set in the world of Golden Age
Hollywood, the event will spin the tale of
a beautiful young poet forced to choose
between love and art. Wed. & Thurs., 7;
Fri.,
8; Sat.,
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Evan Hansen
Belasco Theatre
11 W. 44th St. (6th Ave.)
After feeling invisible all his life, tragedy
strikes a community and thrusts Evan
into the quickly escalating controversy
and he’s given the chance for a lifetime: an
opportunity to be someone else. An original musical with “great humor and heart”,
as proclaimed by The New York Times, it’s
sure to resonate with audiences night after night. Tues., Wed., Thurs., 7; Fri., 8;
Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 2 & 7:30.

Tennesse Williams’ most cherished play
returns to Broadway starring two-time
Academy Award-winner Sally Field and
two-time Tony Award-winner Joe Mantello. Penned as an autobiographical
“memory play” audiences are introduced
to the Wingfield family – frustrated writer
Tom, his mother who is frequently lost in
thoughts of her past, and Laura, his sister who receives a visit from a “gentleman
caller” and the effect it has on all their
lives. Tues. & Thurs., 7; Fri., 8; Wed. &
Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

Groundhog Day
August Wilson Theatre
245 W. 52nd St. (8th Ave.)

“

T:3.75”

★★★★
ou’ll feel the
earth move!”

Stephen
T:3.75”Sondheim Theatre 124 West 43rd Street
www.BeautifulOnBroadway.com

Hamilton (musical)
Richard Rodgers Theatre
226 W. 46th St. (7th & 8th Aves.)

Photo: Zachary Maxwell Stertz

— Time Out New York

Cynical TV weatherman Phil Connors
travels to Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania to
cover the famed holiday and must examine his own life and approach to it after he
ends up in the unusual predicament of experiencing the same day on repeat. What
starts out as a question of how to break
the repeating cycle ultimately becomes
one of what can be learned from it. Previews begin March 17. Tues. – Fri., 8;
Sat., 2 & 8.

From the creative team behind the Tony
Award-winning In the Heights comes a
wildly inventive new musical about the
unlikely founding father determined to
make his mark on a new nation as hungry
and ambitious as he is. Tues. & Thurs., 7;
Fri., 8; Wed. & Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

Hello, Dolly!
Sam S. Shurbert Theatre
225 W. 44th St. (7th Ave.)
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Cherished star Bette Midler returns to her
musical theatre glory in the Jerry Herman
classic. In the first Broadway production
since its initial run, Midler stars as the
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Featuring an acapella score from the
creative minds behind Frozen and Pitch
Perfect, the story follows the intertwining lives of 11 New Yorkers. The music
and characters stories are inspired by the
Document Path: show folders 2:Volumes:show fo...6610.BEAU.NYC_MonthlyMag_Feb1.indd
rhythms of life on the subway – an aspiring
actress, a fledgling financier, a street-savvy beatboxer, a cabbie, and a host of others
are all hoping to catch the express train
to success, love, and happiness. Tues.
& Thurs., 7; Fri., 8; We. & Sat., 2 & 8;
Sun., 3.

O MAJESTIC THEATRE | 247 West
St.
Telecharge.com | 212.239.6200 | phantombroadway.com
44 th
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Penned by Pulitzer Prize-winner August
Wilson, the story is set in the early 1970s
and chronicles a group of men earning
a living by driving unlicensed cabs, or
jitneys. As the city threatens to shutter their business the boss’ son returns
from prison and things become heated as
secrets are revealed and their relationships begin to unravel. Wed., 7; Thurs.
& Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

“POWERFUL, HUMOROUS, AND HIGHLY CONTEMPORARY.”
– Huffington Post

Kinky Boots (musical)
Al Hirchfeld Theatre
302 W. 45th St. (8th Ave.)

Based on a true story of a conservative
but failing British men's footwear factory
that switches gears and starts producing
kinky boots. Features a score by Cyndi
Lauper and book by Harvey Fierstein.
Tues. & Thurs., 7; Fri., 8; Wed. & Sat.,
2 & 8; Sun., 3.

ENTERTAINMENT!
“GRIPPING
Playwright Jason Odell Williams
is a postmodern Clifford Odets.

The Lion King
(musical) family favorite
Minskoff Theatre
1515 Broadway (45th St.)

”

SIMPLY SUPERB.
– Los Angeles Times

Top Ten 2016

TONY award-winner for Best Musical,
this show has wowed over 50 million people by bringing to life the Serengeti right
here in Manhattan. Dazzling costumes
and unforgettable music transport you
in this remarkable show. Tues., Wed.,
Thurs., 7; Fri. & Sat., 8; Wed. & Sat.,
2; Sun., 3.

L.A. Theatre Productions

New World Stages, 340 W 50th St (btwn 8th & 9th Aves.)
Telecharge.com 212-239-6200 - ChurchAndStateThePlay.com

Miss Saigon
Broadway Theatre
1681 Broadway (W. 53rd St.)

Taking place during the final days of the
Vietnam War in 1975 the show follows
the romance between Chris, an American GI, and a young Vietnamese woman,
Kim. The two become separated after the
fall of the country until she returns to his
life years later. Previews begin March
1. Mon. – Fri., 8; Wed. 3/15, 3/22, 3/19,
2 & 8. Sat., 2 & 8.

Natasha, Pierre & The Great
Comet of 1812 (musical)
Imperial Theatre
249 W. 45th St. (8th Ave.)

In a moment of indiscretion during a
visit to Moscow, Natasha finds herself
seduced by the dashing Anatole while
waiting for the return of her beloved
fiancé, Andrey, from the war. In a moment, her position in society is ruined
with her only hope lying with Pierre, an
outsider whose love for Natasha might
be what she needs for redemption. Tues.
& Thurs., 7; Fri., 8; Wed. & Sat., 2 &
8, Sun., 3.

On Your Feet! (Musical)
Marquis Theatre
1535 Broadway (45th & 46th Sts.)

Tells the story of Cuban Americans
Emilio Estefan and his wife Gloria, who
became the best-selling crossover performer in Latin music. Features the hit
songs "Rhythm Is Gonna Get You" and
"Conga." Tues. & Thurs., 7; Fri., 8;
Wed. & Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

Photo: Carol Rosegg
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Jitney (Play)
Samuel J. Friedman Theatre
261 W. 47th St. (8th Ave.)

Musical
Hollywood’s
The

About

Tough Guy in Tap Shoes

“ NOTHING BUT JOY -

“

The Glass Menagerie (play)
Belasco Theatre
111 W. 44th St. (6th & 7th Aves.)

AND PLENTY OF IT!
- Rex Reed, NY Observer

“AN AMAZING
MUSICAL!
“

BROADWAY

- Steve Schonberg, WNBC-TV

Westside Theatre 407 W 43rd St - Telecharge.com 212-239-6200 - CagneyTheMusical.com

BROADWAY

Present Laughter
St. James Theatre
246 W. 44th St.

Noel Coward's totally-irresistible and
semi-autobiographical comedy follows a
self-obsessed actor in the midst of a midlife crisis. Freely indulging his considerable appetite for wine, women and sleeping late, the theatre’s favorite leading man
suddenly finds himself caught between
fawning ingénues, crazed playwrights,
secret trysts and unexpected twists. Previews begin March 10. Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri., 8; Wed. & Sat., 2 & 8.

“

INGENIOUS
BUBBLE WIZARDRY.”
-THE NEW YORKER

Telecharge.com or 212.239.6200

New World Stages 340 W. 50th St.

GazillionBubbleShow.com

Oslo tells the true but until now untold
story of how one young couple, Norwegian
diplomat Mona Juul and her husband social scientist Terje Rød-Larsen, planned
and orchestrated top-secret, high-level
meetings between the State of Israel and
the Palestine Liberation Organization,
which culminated in the signing of the historic 1993 Oslo Accords. Previews begin
March 23. Tues., Thurs., Fri., 8; Wed.,
2 & 8; Sun., 3.

The Phantom of the Opera
(musical)family favorite
Majestic Theater
245 W. 44th St. (8th Ave.)

The longest running musical in Broadway
history, this classic and brooding musical
about seduction and sorrow is perhaps
Andrew Lloyd Webber’s masterpiece, with
exquisite costume and set design to match.
Mon., Wed., Fri., 8; Tues., 7; Sat., 2 & 8.
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With a star-studded cast that includes
Danny DeVito, John Turturro, Tony Shalhoub, and Jessica Hecht, Arthur Miller’s
play speaks to the American everyman. 30
years after his family lost their fortune in
the Great Depression and he was forced to
abandon his dream of an education, Victor
returns home to handle his family’s estate.
As feelings are stirred between Victor, his
wife, estranged brother, and hired appraiser, he’s forced to face long-stifled questions
about the sacarfice he made three decades
earlier. Check Telecharge for complete
details.

School of Rock (musical)
Winter Garden Theatre
1634 Broadway (51st St.)

For groups or birthdays call 866.642.9849

Oslo
Vivian Beaumont Theater
150 W. 65th St. (Amsterdam)

The Price (Play)
American Airlines Theatre

The Play That Goes Wrong
Lyceum Theatre
149 W. 45th St. (7th Ave.)

As the title may suggest, it’s not easy to
stage a production. The Play That Goes
Wrong follows the Cornley Polytechnic
Drama Society who are doing their best to
produce a 1920s murder mystery and all
the antics that ensue. Despite setbacks,
the company powers through to the final
curtain. Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., 8;
Wed. & Sat., 2 & 8.

The Present (Play)
Ethel Barrymore Theatre
243 W. 47th St. (8th Ave.)

At an old house in the country friends
gather to celebrate the birthday of Anna
Petrovna, an independent but compromised widow. Guests include Platonov
with his wife, former students, friends and
their partners. On the surface everyone
appears at ease yet stirring within is a
sense of discomfort fueled by unresolved
relationships, denial, regret and thwarted desire. Tues. & Thurs., 7; Fri., 7:30;
Wed. & Sat., 1:30 & 7:30; Sun., 3. Closes
March 19.

A down-on-his-luck wannabe rock star
poses as a substitute teacher at a prestigious prep school to make ends meet.
When he discovers his students’ musical
talents, he enlists his fifth-graders to form
a rock group and conquer the Battle of the
Bands. Based on the 2003 hit movie. Mon.
& Tues., 7; Wed., 2; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8.
Sun., 1 & 6.

Significant Other (play)
Booth Theatre
222 W. 45th St. (7th & 8th Aves.)

Navigating love, friendship, and New York
in your twenties isn’t easy. Following Jordan Berman and his three closest friends
as they try to navigate through life as they
realize people and relationships change.
Tues. – Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8. Tues. &
Thurs., 7; Fri., 8; Wed. & Sat., 2:30 &
8; Sun., 3.

Sunday in the Park
with George (Musical)
Hudson Theatre
139-141 W. 44th St.
(6th & 7th Aves.)

In its second Broadway revival, the Pulitzer Prize-winning musical chronicles
Georges Seurat in the months leading up
to him completing his most famous painting, A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of
La Grande Jatte. Not realizing the repercussion of his actions as he becomes fixated on a need to “finish the hat”, he alienates the French bourgeoisie, scorns fellow
artists, and his lover, Dot, is left feeling neglected. Tues. & Thurs., 7; Fri., 8; Wed.
& Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

Sunset Boulevard (musical)
Palace Theatre
1564 7th Avenue (47th St.)

This Andrew Lloyd Webber Tony
Award-winner for Best Musical follows
the life of Norma Desmond living in a fantasy world from her mansion on Sunset
Boulevard. A faded silent-screen goddess,
she convinces desperate screen writer Joe
to work on her ‘masterpiece’. As Joe becomes entrapped in her world it’s finally
his love for another woman that leads him
to try to set himself free from Norma’s delusions, but it comes with dangerous consequence. Wed. & Sat, 2 & 8; Thurs. &
Fri., 8; Sun., 3.

Sweat
Studio 54
254 W. 54th St. (8th Ave.)

A group of friends have spent their lives
sharing drinks, secrets and laughs while
working together on the line of a factory
floor, but when layoffs and picket lines begin to chip away at their trust, they themselves pitted against each other in the
hard fight to stay afloat. Previews begin
March 4. Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., 8;
Wed. & Sat., 2 & 8.

Waitress (musical)
Brooks Atkinson Theatre
256 W. 47th St.
(Broadway & 8th Ave.)

Featuring music by five-time Grammy
Award-nominated singer songwriter Sara
Bareilles and based on the 2007 film of the
same name. Jenna, a waitress and expert
pie maker, is stuck in a small town and a
loveless marriage. When a baking contest
in a nearby county offers her a chance at
escape, Jenna must choose between her
commitments and her dreams.Tues. &
Thurs., 7:30; Wed., 2 & 7:30; Fri., 8; Sat.,
2 & 8; Sun., 3.

War Paint
Nederlander Theatre
208 W. 41st St. (7th Ave.)

Patti LuPone and Christine Ebersole
star as cosmetic entrepreneurs Helena
Rubinstein and Elizabeth Arden, whose
innovative spirit revolutionized the beauty industry. Both wildly creative women
with a true pioneer business savvy, the
two were also fierce competitors over the
course of their respective 50-year careers.
This is the story of two women who were
true trailblazers as they built empires
in a business world dominated by men.
Previews begin March 7. Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri., 8; Wed. & Sat., 2 & 8.

Wicked
(musical) family favorite
Gershwin Theatre
222 W. 51st St. (8th Ave.)

The story of the Wicked Witch of the West
and Glinda the Good Witch, this musical
takes a fantastical journey through a different dimension of Oz. Tues. & Wed., 7;
Thurs. & Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 2 & 7.

OF F -BROA DWAY
Abigails Party
The Barrow Group
321 W. 36th St. (8th Ave.)
212.760.2615

Set in the suburbs of London in 1977, husband and wife Beverly and Laurence invite
their neighbors over for a drink. As the
cocktails begin to set in the guests turn a
little loose-lipped. Comically and tragically they loose their guard and chaos ensues.

Avenue Q
New World Stages 3
340 W. 50th St. (8th & 9th Aves.)

After a six-year run on Broadway, it’s still
utterly hilarious with irresistible music
and puppetry at its best and bravest. A
laugh-out-loud musical that tells the timeless story of a recent college grad named
Princeton who moves into a shabby New
York apartment all the way out on Avenue
Q. Wed.-Fri., 8; Sat., 2:30 & 8; Sun., 3
& 7.

Black Angels over Tuskegee
St. Luke’s Theatre
308 W. 46th St. (8th Ave.)

Based on true events. The story of the Tuskegee Airmen told in narrative of six men
embarking upon a journey to become the
first African-American fighter pilots in the
U.S. Army Air Forces. Sun., 1.

Blue Man Group
Astor Place Theatre
434 Lafayette St. (Astor Pl.)

Drunk Shakespeare
The Lounge
300 W. 43rd St. (8th Ave.)

A company of “professional drinkers with
a serious Shakespeare problem,” one cast
member will have 5 shots of Whiskey as
they perform one of Shakespeare’s classics. Drink along with the performers; it’s
(hopefully) nothing like your High School
English class! 21+ only. Mon., 7:30; Wed.,
8; Thurs., 7:30; Fri., 8 & 10; Sat., 7:30; 10.

The Gazillion Bubble Show
(family favorite)
New World Stages 4
340 W. 50th St. (8th & 9th Aves.)

Record-breaking bubble artist Fan Yang
explores the fragile and mysterious world
of soap bubbles, blending art and science
in a dazzling display. This interactive show
features fantastic light effects, lasers and,
masterpieces of bubble artistry. Thurs., 11
& 2; Fri., 7; Sat., 11, 2 & 4:30.

The Fantasticks
Snapple Theater Center
1627 Broadway (50th St.)

The Fantasticks tells the story of a young
man and the girl next door, whose parents
have built a wall to keep them apart. The
youngsters nevertheless contrive to meet
and fall in love. Mon.Tues.Fri., 8; Wed.,
2; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3 & 7:30.

If I Forget
Laura Pels Theatre
111 W. 46th St. (6th Ave.)

Starring a trio of bald and blue-painted
characters, the Blue Man Group takes
the audience on a hilarious, avant-garde
journey through sound and science. The
performance is mesmerizing, stimulating
yet hypnotic, and a unique multisensory
tour de force. Tues. & Thurs., 8; Wed.
& Fri., 2 & 8; Sat., 2,5,8; Sun., 2,5,8.
Beginning 7/11: Mon., 5 & 8; Tues. &
Thurs., 8; Wed., & Fri., 2 & 8; Sat., 2,5,8;
Sun., 2,5,8.

In the final months before 9/11, liberal
Jewish studies professor Michael Fischer
has reunited with his two sisters to celebrate their father's 75th birthday. Each
deeply invested in their own version of
family history, the siblings clash over everything. As destructive secrets and longheld resentments bubble to the surface, the
three negotiate—with biting humor and
razor-sharp insight—how much of the past
they’re willing to sacrifice for a chance at a
new beginning.

Cagney
Westside Theatre
407 W. 43rd St. (9th & 10th Aves.)

Murdered By The Mob
Arno Ristorante
141 W. 38th St. (Broadway)

A dramatic new musical that follows the
life of the legendary James Cagney from
the streets of New York to his rise as one
of the brightest stars of Hollywood, from a
vaudeville song-and-dance man to the cinema’s original tough guy. Tues., 7; Wed.Sat., 8; Wed. & Sat., 2; Sun., 3. Beginning 7/4: Tues., 7; Wed., 2 & 8; Thurs.,
2; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

Church & State
New World Stages
340 W. 50th St. (8th & 9th Aves.)

Three days before his bid for re-election in
North Carolina, a Republican U.S. senator
makes an off-the-cuff comment to a blogger that calls into question the senator’s
belief in God. As his devoutly Christian
wife and liberal Jewish campaign manager
try to contain the damage, this look at how
religion, guns, and social media influence
our political system is simultaneously funny, honest, heartbreaking, and upliifting.
Mon., Wed., Thurs., Fri., 8; Sat., 2 &8;
Sun., 3 & 7:30.

Murdered by the Mob lets audiences experience the mafia and a great meal. The interactive comedy mystery features a three
course sit-down dinner, dancing with a professional DJ, and surprises at every turn.
You even have the chance to solve the case
and win some fabulous prizes. Sat., 7.

NEWSical the Musical
The Kirk Theatre
410 W. 42nd St. (9th & 10th Aves.)

With constantly evolving material that
lampoons current events, celebrities, politics, and more, NEWSical makes for hilarious comedy with snappy writing. This
Drama Desk nominated musical is pure
entertainment and a feat that any news
junkie will appreciate. Mon.Tues.Fri.,
8:15; Sat., 3 & 8:15; Sun., 7:30.

MUSEUMS

A RT
American Folk Art Museum
2 Lincoln Sq.
(Columbus Ave. at 66th St.)
212.595.9533

The premier institution devoted to the
creative expression of self-taught artists,
this museum holds more than 7,000 artworks dating from the 18th century to the
present. There is an astounding variety
of objects here, including paintings, drawings, textiles, ceramic objects, furniture,
and handmade items like carousel animals,
weathervanes, game boards, and shop signs.
Fans of renowned outsider artist Henry
Darger, rejoice. This place holds the largest
collection anywhere of his works, including
paintings, collages, drawings, manuscripts,
and other materials.

The Cloisters
99 Margaret Corbin Dr.
(Ft. Tryon Pk.)
212.923.3700

This northern outpost of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art is all about medieval art and
architecture, from gorgeous stained-glass
windows to its must-see collection of unicorn
tapestries. A stroll through the museum’s
atmospheric chapels, picturesque cloisters,
and enchanting herb gardens will instantly
conjure romantic images of medieval knights
and maidens. Be sure to explore the picturesque walkways of surrounding Fort Tryon
Park, a lovely setting for the intoxicating
experience of being transported to another
time and place.

American Museum of Natural History

Cooper Hewitt,
Smithsonian Design Museum
2 E. 91st St. (Fifth Ave.)
212.849.8400

Museum of Modern Art

N

Neue Galerie

o other city in the U.S. – and few in the world
– can compete with New York when it comes
to number and diversity of museums. From
huge megastars like the Metropolitan Museum of
Art and American Museum of Natural History
to lesser known gems like the intimate Morgan
Library and Museum, the city truly has it all in
the arts and culture department.

York. Then work your way down “Museum Mile” to
the Jewish Museum, Cooper-Hewitt, Guggenheim,
and Met, all within walking distance of each other.
Another idea: spend a day downtown, visiting the
New Museum, National Museum of the American
Indian, and National September 11 Memorial and
Museum; or hop a train across the river to the
Brooklyn Museum.

A good place to start your museum-hopping
excursion might be upper Fifth Avenue, with visits
to the Latino-flavored Museo del Barrio and its
gracious neighbor, Museum of the City of New

Art and design, culture and history – they’re
all represented by exciting NYC institutions that
await your visit. Start planning your itinerary here.

84 NYCMONTHLY.COM

The only museum in the nation devoted
exclusively to historic and contemporary
design, Cooper Hewitt is home to a diverse
collection of objects spanning 30 centuries.
Situated in the visually imposing former
mansion of industrialist Andrew Carnegie,
the museum recently reopened after three
years’ renovation. Try out one of the fantastic new interactive features, like the Immersion Room, where you can select wallpaper
from the museum’s extensive collection and
project it onto the walls. Or just browse the
textiles, furniture, toys, jewelry, kitchen
appliances, or whatever strikes your fancy.

The Frick Collection
1 E. 70th St. (5th Ave.)
212.288.0700
This magnificent former residence of industrialist/arts patron Henry Clay Frick
is the perfect setting for his collection of
Old Master paintings, handsome sculptures
and exquisite furniture. With many of the
artworks arranged according to Frick’s original design, it’s easy to feel his presence in
the richly decorated rooms. The huge wall
murals and ornate furnishings of the fairytale perfect Fragonard Room will transport
you directly to 18th century France (before
peasants revolted against such gorgeous but
ruinous excess).

The Metropolitan
Museum of Art
1000 Fifth Ave. (82nd St.)
212.535.7710
With nearly two million artworks spanning
5,000 years, The Met is the largest art museum in the U.S., with a mind-bogglingly
extensive array of holdings, from Classical
Greek sculpture to contemporary photography. Check out one of the many special
exhibits or explore the museum’s vast collections of Ancient Egyptian art (and the
splendid Temple of Dendur); myriad rooms
of European paintings; African, Asian or
Islamic art; or the always gorgeous Costume
Institute offerings. Refuel at the relatively
inexpensive but impressively eclectic cafeteria on the ground floor.

Museum of American
Illustration
128 E. 63rd St.(Lexington Ave.)
212.838.2560

In 1901 the Society of Illustrators was
founded “… to promote generally the art
of illustration and to hold exhibitions from
time to time.” Since 1939 the Society has
been housed in this graceful, five-story townhouse, where the lower levels eventually
became the museum it is today. In addition
to special exhibits ranging from alternative
comics to children’s book illustration, there’s
a permanent collection boasting nearly 2,000
works by the greatest names in the field.
Fledgling illustrators are welcome to hone
their skills at twice-weekly “sketch nights.”

Museum of Arts and Design
2 Columbus Cir. (58th St.)
212.299.7777

A celebration of historic and contemporary
innovation in art, craft, and design, MAD
is conveniently located at the southwest
corner of Central Park. The museum’s new
(2008) spacious home boasts 54,000 square
feet of galleries displaying a dazzling array
of objects, including over 100 colorful quilts
from 17 countries; metal work from teapots
to incense burners; and beautiful wooden
pieces including Frank Gehry’s curvy Power
Play Armchair and other innovative examples of furniture. Jewelry lovers, take note:
MAD is the only American museum with a
gallery dedicated to contemporary jewelry.

Museum of Modern Art
11 W. 53rd St. (5th & 6th Ave.)
212.708.9400

Considered by many the most influential
modern art museum in the world, MoMA has
been on the cutting edge of the field since its
founding in 1929. It’s impossible not to be
delighted by something here, whether it be
a Jackson Pollock from the permanent collection or one of the special exhibits, which
range from blockbuster retrospectives of
major artists to collections by avant-garde
photographers. Don’t forget to pay a visit
to Van Gogh’s hauntingly beautiful The
Starry Night, an unfailingly soul-stirring
experience.

New Museum
235 Bowery (Stanton St.)
212.219.1222
From its sleek, white, stacked-box architecture to the cutting-edge exhibits within, the
New Museum is all about the thrill of (what
else?) the new, or at least, the very recent.
One of the few institutions in the world
exclusively devoted to contemporary art,
the New Museum offers adventurous shows
such as the recurring Triennial, devoted to
emerging artists from around the world.
With exhibits ranging from dance-for-camera works to surveys of multimedia artists
such as Chris Burden to experimental sound
experiences, this place is always buzzing
with something extraordinary.

Neue Galerie
1048 Fifth Ave. (86th St.)
212.628.6200
Housed in a distinguished Beaux-Arts style
mansion designed by New York Public Library architects Carrère & Hastings, the
Neue Galerie is devoted to early 20th century German and Austrian art and design.
It’s easy to feel the spirit of 1920s Vienna,
not just embodied in the works by masters
such as Schiele, Kandinsky, Klee, and Klimt
(whose famed Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer
I resides here), but in two cozy cafes serving
up authentic specialties including strudel
and Linzertorte. Wunderbar!

Rubin Museum of Art
150 W. 17th St (Seventh Ave.)
212.620.5000
A lovely gem of a space devoted to the art and
cultures of the Himalayas, India, and nearby
regions, the Rubin is one of New York’s more
engaging museums. With special exhibits
ranging from ancient artworks to modern
multi-media projects, and a permanent collection focused on myriad forms of Tibetan
art, the Rubin is a treasure trove of works
you probably won’t see anywhere else.

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum
1071 5th Ave. (89th St.)
212.423.3500
The Frank Lloyd Wright-designed Guggenheim is as renowned for its distinctive
cylindrical shape as for its Impressionist,
Post-Impressionist, Modern and contemporary art collections. Immerse yourself
in an intimate special exhibit in one of the
museum’s galleries, or wander up (or down)
the airy, spiraling rotunda and take in one
of its carefully curated larger shows. Built
to be “a temple of spirit” per co-founder
Hilla Rebay, this is a place where art and
architecture merge into something truly
extraordinary.

Whitney Museum
99 Gansevoort St.
(Washington & 10th Sts.)
212.570.3600
The Whitney, New York’s beloved institution
devoted to art of the U.S., has just re-opened
in its brand new, Renzo Piano-designed
space located in the hip Meatpacking District. Inaugural exhibit America Is Hard to
See is an unprecedented selection of works
from the Whitney’s permanent collection,
comprising approximately 650 pieces by
some 400 artists, with rarely shown pieces
side-by-side with familiar icons by Hopper,
O’Keeffe, and Calder, among others.

MUSEUMS
CULTU RA L
American Museum of
Natural History
Central Park West (79th St.)
212.769.5100

One of the most celebrated museums on
earth, the AMNH has 45 permanent exhibit
halls housing myriad human, animal, plant,
fossil, and rock specimens, in addition to the
renowned Rose Center for Earth and Space.
Don’t miss the amazing array of dinosaur
skeletons in the Fossil Halls, the Millstein
Hall of Ocean Life’s great squid vs. whale
combat diorama, or the towering display of
eight “alarmed” elephants in the Akeley Hall
of African Mammals. Night at the Museum
fans can recreate their favorite scenes with
a self-guided tour of exhibits featured in
the movies.

The Anne Frank Center USA
44 Park Pl. (Church St.)
212.431.7993

A partner to the famed Anne Frank House
in Amsterdam, NYC’s Anne Frank Center
was started by Anne’s father Otto Frank
as the Anne Frank Foundation in 1959.
Using the diary and spirit of its namesake,
the center’s mission is to educate about
the dangers of intolerance, antisemitism,
racism, and discrimination, and to inspire
a world built on equal rights and respect.
This unique, contemplative space includes
an interactive exhibit telling Anne’s story
via diary excerpts, stories, and images of her
family and those who hid with her.

Intrepid Sea, Air &
Space Museum
Pier 86
(West 46th St. and 12th Ave.)
212.245.0072

Located on and around the decommissioned
aircraft carrier USS Intrepid, this museum
is a must for military and maritime history buffs. But even those who don’t know a
Bell helicopter from a Sikorsky will be impressed by the diverse assortment of historic
aircraft, plus the opportunity to ogle the
space shuttle Enterprise up close, explore
the guided missile submarine Growler, or
experience the luxurious interior of a British
Airways Concorde. Truly intrepid visitors
can get their thrills aboard state-of-the-art
flight simulators.

Jewish Museum
1109 Fifth Ave. (92nd St.)
212.423.3200

Located in the lovely Felix M. Warburg
House, a former mansion on New York’s
famed Museum Mile, the Jewish Museum
houses 30,000 works of art and cultural
artifacts reflecting the global Jewish experience. Its excellent special exhibits are as
acclaimed as those of larger art museums,
while its permanent collection includes
international treasures from ancient to
modern times. Archaeological artifacts, ceremonial art, old and contemporary paintings,
beautiful and unusual menorahs; these are
just some of the wondrous things to behold
here, for art aficionados of all cultures.
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Lower East Side Tenement
Museum
97 Orchard St. (Delancey St.)
212.431.0233

This typical five-story brick tenement building, like many in the neighborhood, was
home to approximately 7,000 working-class
people, from more than 20 countries, between 1863 and 1935. Unlike its renovated
neighbors, however, 97 Orchard preserves
and interprets the history of the city’s immigration through guided tours of apartments
representing different time periods. Amid
the dim lighting, recreated furnishings, and
appropriately garbed actors playing former
tenants, it’s not hard to imagine a bygone
neighborhood and the lives of those who
gave up everything to settle here.

The Morgan Library & Museum
225 Madison Ave. (36th St.)
212.685.0008
This striking complex of buildings originated
with the 1906 palazzo-like private library of
financier John Pierpont Morgan, and was
recently completed with Renzo Piano’s modernistic renovation and expansion. Check
out one or more of the Morgan’s excellent
exhibits of illuminated, literary and historical manuscripts, books, drawings and prints.
But don’t miss the Charles McKim-designed
library itself, recently restored to its original
grandeur. The awesomely ornate East Room
with its three-story high inlaid walnut bookshelves and Mr. Morgan’s richly appointed
study with its decadent red silk walls are
equally swoon-worthy.

The Museum at FIT
227 W. 27th St. (Seventh Ave.)
212.217.4558

This clean, airy space, which bills itself
quite reasonably as “the most fashionable
museum in New York City,” is the public
face of the most celebrated school of design
studies in the U.S. With one gallery devoted
to items from a permanent collection of
50,000 garments and accessories dating
from the 18th century to present, another to
innovative special exhibits, and yet another
holding student and faculty shows, this is a
must-visit for anyone with even a passing interest in the history and industry of clothing.

Museum of the City of New York
1220 Fifth Ave. (103rd St.)
212.534.1672

An institution that celebrates the history,
art and culture of New York and its people,
MCNY is well worth a trip to the northern
end of Museum Mile, and not just because
it’s across the street from Central Park’s
lovely Conservatory Gardens. Go for its
consistently remarkable special exhibits
or permanent displays that include extravagant costumes and decorative objects from
the city’s Gilded Age and an exploration
of NYC’s social activism. Be sure to check
out the elaborate Stettheimer Dollhouse
featuring tiny paintings made by 1920s
avant-garde artists.

New York City Fire Museum
278 Spring St. (Hudson St.)
212.691.1303
Honoring “The Bravest,” from New York’s
storied firefighting past to the 343 who made
the ultimate sacrifice to protect their fellow
New Yorkers on September 11, 2001, the
New York City Fire Museum is a treasure
trove of historic artifacts and contemporary
educational programs. Children, in particular, are fascinated by the collection of
old-fashioned and contemporary firetrucks,
while interactive fire safety demonstrations,
led by real FDNY firefighters, captivate and
educate, including a simulated escape from
a smoke-filled apartment and authentic
gear for visitors to try on. Attracting 40,000
visitors a year from all over the world, this is
an experience that exemplifies NYC’s most
dedicated heroes.

New York Historical Society
170 Central Park West (77th St.)
212.873.3400

Founded in 1804, the New-York Historical Society (N-YHS) collects and protects
the city’s history. As the oldest museum
in NYC (predating the Met by nearly 70
years), N-YHS chronicles the city’s past and
present, with much of their 40,000-object
collection in full view and accessible via
contemporary touch screens and interactive
exhibits. Expect Tiffany lamps and Audobon watercolors alongside Revolutionary
War-era portraits, Civil War letters, and
newspapers and artifacts preserved from
9/11. N-YHS is also home to Caffè Storico, a
gleaming Italian restaurant from renowned
restaurateur Stephen Starr.

New York Transit Museum
Boerum Pl. (Schermerhorn St.)
718.694.1600
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Appropriately situated in a decommissioned
subway station, the Transit Museum is one
of the city’s most extraordinary destinations.
The sprawling space houses a vast array
of historical artifacts relating to the city’s
trains, buses, bridges, and tunnels, including old maps, turnstiles, token booths, and
countless other items. Hop aboard vintage
subway cars of various eras (complete with
period-appropriate ads) for a taste of bygone
commuter travel or slide into the driver’s
seat of a city bus and imagine steering that
baby down Broadway. You will be (yep)
transported.

GET T H IS C LOSE
TO C U LT U RE
TO DAY’S BIGGES T NAM ES AT O UR
BR AND-NEW S TUDIO

The Paley Center for Media
25 W. 52nd St. (Sixth Ave.)
212.621.6600
Formerly known as the Museum of Television & Radio and the Museum of Broadcasting, the Paley Center believes that television and radio shows are artifacts worthy of
preservation, and we couldn’t agree more!
Close to 160,000 TV shows, commercials,
and radio programs are available in the
Center's library for visitors to experience
at individual consoles. From The Honeymooners to Breaking Bad, the 1984 Super
Bowl commercial introducing the Macintosh
computer to Olympics highlights, there’s a
ton to choose from. Prepare to spend a nice
chunk of time here.
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LOWER MANHATTAN

YOUR NEXT TRIP

T

ucked neatly onto the protected bay side of a small
peninsula on Florida’s Gulf Coast, St. Petersburg
is an oasis – especially for winter-weary New Yorkers.
And there’s no better time to visit than March, when the
city comes alive with spring training baseball and PGA
Tour golf, competing with the sandy beaches and colorful
tiki bars for your attention.
Conveniently located at the bottom of the Gulp Coast
(yes, you read that right), St. Pete is a beer lover’s paradise,
with more than 30 craft breweries scattered across the
peninsula. Pair your ale or lager with freshly caught
grouper or snapper, recommended by Chef Justin
Timineri; Florida is the only state in the nation to boast
an official state chef, and he’s it. Get even closer to the
fish at the Clearwater Marine Aquarium, home to the
magnificent mammals that inspired the film Dolphin
Tale, Winter and Hope (that’s Winter with the prosthetic
tail).

Clearwater Marine Aquarium

But there’s more to do here than meet the fish. Instead,
meet the Philadelphia Phillies at their spring training
park, Spectrum Field, in neighboring Clearwater.
They’re one of several teams whose spring stadiums are
located within two hours of St. Pete’s, and when the
regular season begins, the Tampa Bay Rays are also
nearby. If you prefer golf to baseball, you’ll want to play
the Copperhead Course at Innisbrook Resort and
Golf Club, home to the PGA Tour’s Valspar Championships
(also held in March – it’s sporting paradise!). To get off
the sidelines and play yourself, consider the St. Pete
Shuffleboard Club, or take advantage of the spectacular
coastline and try skin diving or scuba diving.

VISIT

ST.PETERSBURG

FLORIDA
Honeymoon Island

Which brings us to: the beach (you didn’t think we’d
forget?). With 35 miles of pristine shoreline to choose
from, the biggest dilemma may be choosing which specific
beach suits you best. The sun-baked beach bars of
Treasure Island call out to some with rum cocktails
and ice-cold beer, while a quiet day on Honeymoon Island
away from the bustle and crowds is the answer for others.
Either way, don’t miss Clearwater Beach, a perennial
favorite on best beaches lists and nearby Pier 60, where
white sand gives way to sport fishing and sunset views.

Clearwater Beach

Come to think of it, we’ve been needing a vacation, as
well. Got any room in that carry-on for Team NYC
Monthly? Because St. Pete sounds pretty darn sweet right
now.
Written by Marina Zogbi

Copperhead Course

THE AIR-KING
A tribute to the golden age of aviation in the 1930s, featuring a
prominent minute scale for navigational time-readings.
It doesn’t just tell time. It tells history.

OYSTER PERPETUAL AIR-KING

rolex

oyster perpetual and air-king are ® trademarks.

